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Celebrating Innovation
around the World!
list of 2007 winners includes Christophe
Mayer, who has made the move from
ZenithOptimedia Paris to a new responsibility
for global media at LVHM and Jacqui Seddon
who rose within JustMedia London to
Managing Director. It confirms that

T

The Agency Innovators edition of The
Internationalist is one of our favorites to

acknowledging innovation today means
recognizing the leaders of tomorrow.
Also in this issue, Mediaedge:cia’s Andrew

put together from our readers’

McLean writes about centers of excellence

nominations. It is always exciting to see

around the world in his piece entitled, “Not the

that break-through thinking knows no

Usual Suspects.” Andrew also calls out for the

bounds of geography, age or title within

need of “a prestigious global media award.” It

any organization today.

occurred to us at The Internationalist that after

We are also noticing a few new trends

3 years of celebrating agency innovation with

this year. Among this group of 21

many of the winners at the media specialist

Innovators, more pioneering ideas are

agencies that we, too, wanted to celebrate the

emanating at the top of the organizational

work that results from Media Innovation, one

pyramid than before, and more people at

of the pivotal developments in our industry

independent companies are making the list.

today.

There also is a loud cry for attracting and

We are answering the need of Andrew

keeping good talent, and many individuals

McLean, and many others in the industry, to

now recognize that collaboration in our

introduce the first INTERNATIONALIST

complex marketing world is a requisite for

MEDIA INNOVATION AWARDS to debut in

true innovation.

2009. Andrew has graciously accepted the role

We are also pleased to see how so many

as Awards Chairman.

of our past Innovators have gone on to
more impressive positions or larger roles in
their organization. Two of note from our

Deborah Malone, publisher
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carolyn carter
PRESIDENT, GREY GLOBAL GROUP, EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST &
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janet fitzpatrick
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GROUP PRESIDENT, PROCTER & GAMBLE,
CENTRAL & EASTERN EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
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SENIOR VP-DIRECTOR OF CONSUMER INSIGHTS & RESEARCH,
U.S., UNIVERSALMCCANN
michael lee
PRESIDENT, LEE & STEEL INC., AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
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andrew mclean
CHIEF CLIENT OFFICER—WORLDWIDE, MEDIAEDGE:CIA
grace palacios
PRESIDENT & CEO, CHARNEY/PALACIOS-PUBLICITAS LATIN
AMERICA
andrew sibley
ADVERTISING MANAGER EMEA, CISCO SYSTEMS
anne c. toulouse
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BOEING CO.
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Summer…
It’s now summer is most of the Western Hemisphere, which generally turns thoughts to travel and relaxation. According to a study of
new marketing terms associated with summer 2008 by Iconoculture, the Minneapolis-based cultural trend research company, carefree
may not be the first word that comes to mind. Here are some new terms that are making their way into the American summer
vacation vocabulary.
Fuel EFF!-iciency: As opposed to fuel efficiency, EFF!-iciency first syllable is often what one utters when seeing the price at the pump.
SUV: Short for “Sadly, Unpaid Vehicle.” Credit crunch plus sky-high pump prices have consumers wishing they’d never bought the big
ride, but they’re also powerless to get rid of it.
Staycation: Vacations without vacating, staycations are what’s in store for consumers dealing with their vehicle’s fuel EFF!-iciency.
Road Gypped: How discovery-loving travelers will feel after a staycation. For Americans, capital-V Vacation is practically an inalienable
right, and they feel a deep entitlement to hitting the road during the summer.
Home Game: Staycationers are reaching out to fellow homesteaders and local experts for ideas about how to get the most out
vacationing in place. One local family activity site that staycationers are checking out is www.dancingmeatballs.com Yes, Dancing
Meatballs; it’s that tough at home.
Away Game: Of course, plenty of Americans consumers will hit the road this summer. But vehicle- and people-fuel (a.k.a. food) costs
will cause serious scrimp ’n’ splurge behavior — with the splurges looking less “splurge-y” than in summers past.
For more worldwide consumer trends, in or out of season, CONTACT: www.iconoculture.com.

Who are the nicest
tourists? The Japanese.
In a July issue of TIME Magazine, Bruce Crumley posed the
question, “Who are the most obnoxious tourists?” And he
had the research to back up his answer.
The French travel website, Expedia.fr, recently surveyed
employees in 4,000 hotels in Germany, the U.K., Italy, France,
Canada and the U.S. in order to rank guests by nationality on
the various criteria of general attitude, politeness, tendency to
complain, willingness to speak local languages, interest in
sampling local cuisine, readiness to spend money, generosity,
cleanliness, discretion and elegance.
In first-place, as the best tourists, were the Japanese, who
are considered most polite, quiet and tidy. The next mostliked tourists were the Germans, British and Canadians.
Americans finished in 11th place out of a total of 21, alongside
the Thais. Which nationalities are at the bottom of the
survey? Apparently, the French, the Indians and the Chinese
are currently considered the worst tourists by Expedia
France’s criteria.
To learn more, see the original story:
http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,182035
8,00.html

“Dancing’
Around
the Globe
The YouTube video, “Dancing” has become both a viral and cultural
phenomenon this summer. Posted by Matt Harding, who is the
featured dancer, the video has received more than 4 million views on
YouTube alone. It simply features Matt doing a funny little dance in 69
locations around the world, often with local people who can’t help but
join in. From Ireland to Iceland to Soweto, South Africa to Brisbane,
Tokyo, Paris, Madrid, Montreal, Matt dances.
According to the New York Times, who devoted a front-page of their
Arts section to Matt Harding’s video, “In many ways ‘Dancing’ is an
almost perfect piece of Internet art: it’s short, pleasingly weird and so
minimal in its content that it’s open to a multitude of interpretations. It
could be a little commercial for one-world feel-goodism. It could be an
allegory of American foreign policy: a bumptious foreigner turning up
all over the world and answering just to his own inner music. Or it
could be about nothing at all — just a guy dancing.”
We think it’s the perfect summer online video to produce a smile —
wherever you are in the world.To
To see the video, go to www.wherethehellismatt.com

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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Study Looks at Relationships between
Marketers & Agencies in China
China now has more than 55,000 local advertising and media agencies, a figure that does not reflect the number of foreign or multinational
network shops that have also gained a strong foothold in the market over the last several years. Now, new research by Europe’s Grupo
Consultores and Chinese consultancy R3 has analyzed 526 client-agency relationships in China, based on in-person meetings with marketers
in twelve Chinese cities.
These interviews involved marketing decision makers at leading multinationals such as adidas, Unilever, McDonalds and Nokia, as well
as at top local companies like Yili, Uni-President, Lenovo and Li Ning. Benchmarks for both foreign and local agencies were established in
terms of creativity, strategy, media planning and marketing services.
A number of unexpected trends emerged about the demands of China’s local and multinational marketers and their relationships with
ad agencies in their market.
• When assessing the strengths of an ad agency, local Chinese marketers rate more highly the factors of creativity, strategic planning, agency
size and integrated services than their western, multinational counterparts.
• Multinational companies have longer relationships with their agencies. Local marketers spend only 1.9 years in a typical partnership, well
below the global average of 6 years.
• 65% of local marketers hire agencies on a project basis. They have yet to discover that longer term partnerships often are more effective in
building brands.
• Almost all marketers now—whether local or foreign-- have some kind of a local Chinese agency somewhere on their roster. These local
shops bring speed and cost benefits, but often at the expense of creativity and thinking
• Local agencies were seen as 84% higher on value for money and 34% higher for working on time. However, they were seen as 28% lower
on effective creativity and 42% lower on delivering good strategic planning.
• The most respected marketing companies in China were both P&G and local milk company, Mengniu, who tied in this vote by peer
companies.
• In terms of most respected ad agency, WPP’s Ogilvy and MindShare headed the list.
• Over 150 agency professionals were also mentioned by marketers as leading the industry in this study. Violet Wang, ECD of Publicis and
Tom Doctoroff, Regional Director of JWT were the most-mentioned professionals. Other leaders included Shenan Chuang, Ye Mao Zhong,
Kitty Lun and Yang Ke featuring in the top ten.
For more information about the study, CONTACT: emma@rthree.com

Madison Avenue Fact &
Fiction….
The second season of MAD MEN, the Emmy-nominated TV
show about the rise of Madison Avenue in the early 60’s, is
underway now in the U.S. At the same time, The New York
Public Library is featuring a first-of-a-kind exhibition entitled
The Real Men & Women of Madison Avenue and Their Impact
on American Culture, presented by The One Club.

Answers: Pictured in invite above (and when they were
inducted into The One Club’s Creative Hall of Fame):
Left to right (top row): Helmut Krone (1984), Phyllis K.
Robinson (1968), Roy Grace (1994), Mary Wells Lawrence
(1969), David Ogilvy (1963)
Left to right (bottom row): Hal Riney (1994), Diane Rothschild
(2005), Howard Gossage (1970), George Lois (1984), Ed
McCabe (1974)

The exhibit continues until September 26… which is before
the second series of MAD MAN ends, so you still have plenty
of time follow ad man and ladies’ man Don Draper’s
adventures at the Sterling Cooper Advertising Agency. Don
may be legendary in his pursuits; however, how many of these
real legends (on the left) can you name?

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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When is a Chair Not a Chair?
According to Dr. Alex Gordon, Founder of Sign Salad—the cultural branding agency, the very answer is rooted in
understanding social and cultural change, particularly in a market like China. The chair pictured here, called “Fake Chair” by
XYZ Design in Shanghai offers “a fantastic example of this new consciousness among Chinese youth.”
Dr. Gordon continues, “It merges cultures as Louis XV style collides with traditional Chinoiserie, creating a precarious
and uncomfortable balance. The whole piece is brought up to date with upholstery made from
replica handbags. This last detail is so clearly a reference to and rejection of that culture
of fakes. This is not merely a piece of furniture; it is a manifesto for change. It
stands as a representation of the emerging consciousness of Chinese youth —
fused, melded, precariously balanced, witty, challenging both the authentic
past and the branded present.”
Alex Gordon recently presented his views on how “China is Looking for
Answers” at an ANA-Internationalist seminar for marketers. He uses the
science of semiotics in his marketing work, as “an insight tool aiding the
development of culturally relevant brand and communication strategies.
Semiotics investigates the relationship between brands and culture through
the medium of signs — those symbols and images in any form of brand
communication or in cultural products, which represent or code emergent
cultural shifts. These can be anything from logos, to architectural and design
developments, popular cultural icons, as well as more intangible signs of
changing social patterns like language and behavior. Semiotics helps to
understand how brand meaning and cultural meaning is made, how it
changes over time, and how to manage that meaning so that brands may
successfully create cultural disruption to gain consumer attention and
achieve category differentiation.”
But back to the chair, particularly as one has to ask, Can you even
sit in it?
“This chair”, says Dr. Gordon, “represents the Chinese consciousness
asking about what it means to be Chinese today, what is Chinese culture, how is it
defined, where are the boundaries between Western and Chinese culture, the divisions between
old and new, past and present? Chinese youth are asking more questions than providing answers.
Traditionally, the world of Chinese design has been beset by what has been described as a culture of
fakes, geared at enabling Chinese youth to own the logos of Western luxury categories from watches to
handbags that were once forbidden to them, as well as to export them to the West. But a culture of fakes
is also a celebration of the virtuosity of skilled reproduction on a mass scale. It signifies a culture
dependent on other people’s creativity. The precision of the copy does not compensate for the lack of
innovation. If such skill were put in the service of indigenous invention, what powerful visions would
emerge?”
“The very fact that it is called the ‘Fake Chair,’ says Dr. Gordon, “codes the belief that any comfortable
accommodation between West and East is not authentically achievable, that implanting Western
Dr. Alex Gordon
consumerism into China is somehow creating a fake or inauthentic culture. This constant search for the
Founder of Sign
meaning of identity is fertile ground for brands looking to capitalize on Chinese youth culture, for they can
Salad
offer to play a role in helping to ask the questions. Brands must acknowledge and employ the tension of a
culture with no clear answers, if they wish to capture the attention of Chinese youth. They must surely be partners in the
exploration, in the powerful self-examination in which Chinese youth culture is beginning to engage.”
CONTACT: alex@signsalad.com
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OPMA Offers New Solutions
to the U.K. Ad Community
The London-based Overseas Press and Media Association, or OPMA, founded in 1927, has recently
gone through a digital transformation. Long known for its OPMA Guide—the print resource for
international media in the U.K., the organization has just launched two new interactive sites to
better help ad agencies find information about international media.
The first site — www.opmaguide.co.uk — provides details on print, television,
outdoor and ambient media represented on an exclusive basis by OPMA members. The second
site — www.internationalonline.co.uk — lists international web sites and portals also
represented by OPMA members, and is the only complete planning resource for international web
sites and portals represented in the UK. This is the first time that such as a task has been
undertaken as web site details have never before been listed in the OPMA Guide. Both sites offer
the capability to search for media by title, language or media profile.
OPMA members are comprised of independent ad sales firms with exclusive representation of
an international media brand or the direct company representatives of foreign media who operate
within the U.K.
According to Matt Findel-Hawkins, OPMA President and Sales Director at Nikkei Business
Publications, “OPMA is a powerful trade association within the international advertising community
in the U.K. where both international media planning/buying and international media sales are
operating at a sophisticated level.”
Both new sites can be accessed through the revamped OPMA portal (www.opma.co.uk)
which provides information about the association and member benefits.

online now at http://www.internationalistmagazine.com/mediabuzz.html
A r o u n d

t h e W o r l d

media buzz
inter national ist media buzz is an online newsletter that
informs the international marketing community about the
latests facts and trends in countries and regions around the
world.
by Juliana Koranteng
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on
with Les Margulis

Media Musings
Les Margulis spent 25 years at BBDO New York as International Media Director, and then settled with his Australian wife,
Ann, in Sydney. However, he couldn’t quit the business. The lure of Bondi Beach or the famed Opera season
just wasn’t enough. Les formed his own company, Margulis Media Group, and has been doing some serious globetrotting
with a seminar series on best practices for media agencies. His recent assignments have taken him from Kiev to Moscow to
Dubai to TelAviv to Johannesberg, and next to Gainesville, Florida where he will serve for 4 months as a Freedom Forum
Professor of Advertising at the University of Florida.

He has found, however, that in his role as “trainer,” he is doing far more learning than teaching. In this new column for The Internationalist, Les
Margulis will offer his perspective of how the concept of media is changing around the world, and he will share ideas and best practices from his various stops
around the globe.

I love my new role in life. I have spent
the last six months crisscrossing the
continents and sharing my thoughts
with those who want to listen. But I have
also been humbled enough to find that I
should be the one doing more of the
listening. I now find that I do not like to
be called “Trainer,” “Teacher,” or even
“Team leader.” At best, my role is to
simply offer that little push or prod that
enables those with ambition and drive to
follow their own path.
Today’s young people in advertising
are high quality and high energy, and
they are also tremendous generators of
ideas. No matter where they live now or
came from originally, they force the great
insights. I find they soak up my lessons,
but they want more: they want to be the
best.
I can’t help but occasionally compare
my growing up in the business to today’s
realities. Now young people seem lightyears ahead. They are more creative and
at the same time more analytical than I
was in my implementation-driven youth.
I see these new executives in immediate
roles of brand guardianship. They live in
a world where they build platforms of
relationships with brands and then use
details to solidify that relationship. I
worried about CPMs.
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I grew up recognizing cities like
New York and London as the major
centers of our business. Today, good
ideas are no longer limited by
geography. I have worked with young
media executives in Moscow who thrive
on their internet access to worldwide
ideas, and then have the confidence to
make them their own. My best role in
the process is to facilitate the idea
transfer. Every place on earth where one
finds an enthusiastic and dedicated
student of advertising can be a center.
The world has changed through the
language of innovation.
I have also found that today’s young
people think bigger. They do not
distinguish media from marketing. In
this multi-task, multi-media world, even
the traditional definitions have blurred.
I have seen the many young faces
from Jo’burg to Gainesville; from
Moscow to Tel Aviv arriving at new
solutions to the old marketing problems
of declining share and loss of relevancy.
They all question how they can leap frog
their own ambitions and get to the next
level of competency. They want to be
their own Center of Excellence.
But how and where do the skills
come from? Can they pick them up on
the job?

I remember my first day at Young
& Rubicam. The hallowed halls at 285
Madison were so much more
impressive that any university lecture
hall. The best and the brightest of the
era were there. The most blue of the
Blue Chip accounts. But even there the
time dedicated to actual learning was
limited. What functioned as a training
program was more about nuts and
bolts than finding the secret of
solidifying the brand’s relationship
with the target audience.
And that’s the reason that I have
come back to the agency side.
Not to teach. No, to share. To share
what I have learned and hope that it
will keep catapulting these young
people forward to their own solutions.
And media agencies have posted
“Welcome Back” signs wanting me to
bring my real world focus in my
carry-on. Sure, the challenges of 21st
century Madison Avenue or similarly
associated streets in Mumbai,
Shanghai, Frankfurt or Buenos Aires
will be cracked only by today's Best and
the Brightest. And those are the ones I
want to spend my time with.
Les Marguiles can be reached at
les@internationalistmagazine.com

GLOBETROTTERS
f r o m

t h e

b l a c k b e r r y

of d e b o ra h

m a l o n e

This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the adventures
we all experience by living a life of constant worldwide travel.
If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a revolution or committed an
unforgettable cultural faux pas, everyone in our community
will be curious to hear about it. Please do tell us, and don’t
forget the photos!
TO SUBMIT TO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com
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We’ll be sure to match your wages and buy

왘 Many will remember

the plants.”

Harvey Ganot from his

He did refuse the commission; however,

20 years as President of

when weeding at his weekend house in the

MTV’s International ad

Berkshires, he did contract poison ivy — for the

sales operation. After

fourth time.

retiring from Viacom,

For more gardening tips, CONTACT: Harvey@ganot.net.

he is now working on a
venture with Rick North, most

M A R AV I G L I A B AC K I N M E D I A

recently of A&E International, called New

왘 Paul Maraviglia, who spent a good part of his

Markets Now, a company that helps fledging TV

career at BusinessWeek in London, only to leave

networks get off the ground.

for the investment world, has found a way to

Recently, Harvey suggested to his Manhattan

unify all of his skills with a new position at

Identifications left to right:
Ann Jelito, ANA; Janet Carmosky, The China Business
Network; Rebecca Fannin, Author; Larry Moskowitz, Global
Advertising Strategies; Alex Clement, The Harvard Business
Review; Deborah Malone, The Internationalist; Greg Paull,
R3; Kirsten Sandberg, Harvard Business Publishing and
Alex Gordon, Sign Salad.

co-op board that it might be a nice idea to add

CNBC. Paul takes over the VP Sales role for

some flowers to the front of his apartment build-

Europe, left vacant when Liz Jones moved to

ing to further beautify his Upper West side neigh-

PSI Advertising. Managing Director Mick

borhood. The board acted swiftly and voted that

Buckley is happy to see Paul on board, and looks

N E W YO R K A DV E RT I S E R S F I N D C H I N A

Harvey had full gardening rights. Not one to

forward to the channel continuing its strong ad

ANSWERS

shirk from duty, he geared up with brimmed hat,

sales growth.

왘 On June 24th, at the Harvard Club in New

knee pads and work gloves to plant 50 pots of

CONTACT:

York, the ANA/Association for National

paul.maraviglia@cnbceurope.com

new begonias in each of two tree pits in the New
York summer heat.

Advertisers and The Internationalist initiated a
WA R R E N H O M A K E S A FAS H I O N A B L E

new International Insights Series for U.S.

M OV E

marketers looking to better understand

incognito with a very large straw hat à la Monet at

왘 Warren Ho, who spent several years working

international issues. With the support of The

Giverny), he sensed that someone was nearby —

alongside Claire LaRosa, managing The New York

Harvard Business Review, B.E. International and

waiting to chat with him. He kept planting.

Times’ international advertising effort, recently

Global Advertising Strategy, experts on China

He then heard a throat clear. He continued to

moved to Condé Nast Traveler, where he was

offered tangible recommendations for

work the soil. Finally, someone tapped him on his

named Luxury Good Director. (Claire opted to

improving marketing results in the Middle

shoulder. Harvey looked around to see a pleasant

accept an early retirement package from The

Kingdom, as well as better ways to work with ad

elderly lady from a neighboring building. She

Times and said goodbye to her role as VP

agencies and partners to drive profitability.

smiled, and said, “When you’re done there, please

International Advertising.)

Marketers from the worlds of business, fashion

come over to my building across the street.

CONTACT:

and luxury good attended.

While at his task, (and trying to remain

warren_ho@condenast.com

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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2008
Celebrating Agency Innovation around the World
This third annual summer feature devoted to international Agency Innovators
underscores how innovative thinking is not limited by geography, age, company size,
or one’s position in a company. These twenty-one individuals have been selected from
over 100 individual entries through industry nominations.
Although many distinct perspectives on innovation were shared by the winners,
some common points emerged which are critical to the future of successful marketing
today:
• Innovation is often a collaborative effort in a complex marketing and media
world.
• Delivering for the brand is the best starting point for innovative thinking.
• Developing talent to think innovatively is essential to the future of any
organization.
• The digital era is driving new solutions for accountability.
• There can be no breakthroughs without risk taking.
• Bridging cultural diversity is still paramount to effective international
marketing — no matter how homogenized the world now seems!

Congratulations to all of the
2008 Agency Innovators.
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THE 2007 AGENCY INNOVATORS INCLUDED:

Givi Topchishvili
Founder, President & Global
Advertising Strategies—
Headquarters in New York

Current Clients: Lufthansa, Aeroflot, DIRECTV,
Moneygram, CMS Forex, Thai Airways
Born: Tblisi, Georgia (Former Soviet Republic)
Innovation Engenders New Ideas, New Solutions
and New Companies… In 1999, Givi Topchishvili
opened the doors of Global Advertising Strategies
at 55 John Street in downtown Manhattan’s
Financial District with just 3 employees. Today,
after almost a decade of 50% per-year growth, the
company is one of the few that is successfully
bridging multicultural and international
marketing. Now with an additional presence in
Chicago, Toronto, Europe and Russia, the New
York office alone boasts over 60 employees.
At the center of Givi’s vision is helping those
brands that seek entry into some of the most
developed consumer markets. To do so, he has
utilized an interesting combination of right-brain
and left-brain tactics. By initiating a proprietary
methodology, (Quantum-Economic Analysis
[QEA],) he created a powerful tool in devising
brand development strategies. The 2000 Census

DAMIAN BLACKDEN OF UNIVERSAL MCCANN, LONDON; ADNAN BRANKOVIC OF

Philip Brett
Chairman
TBWA\TEQUILA, Singapore

Current Clients: Standard Chartered Bank, Visa,
Singapore Airlines, Michelin, Pernod Ricard
Born: United Kingdom
The need for innovative vision: Phil’s singleminded vision of true integration — one that has
changed the normal agency business model and
has set an example for the TBWA\Network — is
his greatest business attribute. It is important to
note that Asia (Singapore) presents many
opportunities to redefine the rules, given its place
in the world. It’s easy to be seen as a maverick in
Asia.
However, it is still conventional behavior for
older established agencies to mimic the operating
structure of their European or US based
counterparts. Phil did it the other way around. With
a background in what is traditionally known as
below-the-line, Phil disrupted and changed the

announced that over 20 million Americans
identified themselves as Eastern European, and
this group had a collective buying power in excess
of $280 billion per year. Givi pursued new
avenues in targeting these consumers, and
provided marketers with a greater return on
investment than they had ever anticipated.
Transition to Global Growth. At its beginning,
Global Advertising Strategies focused exclusively
on the Eastern European market within the U.S.
This became the platform for the implementation
of Topchishvili’s methodology of the quantitative
and industry structure analysis now at the core of
Global Advertising Strategies’ success.
While traditional multicultural and
international agencies build their business by
highlighting the cultural differences between
people, Global, driven by Givi’s insights into world
cultures, seeks to find the common ground shared
by consumer segments regardless of race and
ethnicity. This approach allows marketers to focus
on creating universal campaigns in an efficient

INITIATIVE, NEW YORK;

CONVENTIONAL AGENCY MODEL by ensuring
that TBWA\ TEQUILA Singapore boasts — a
single Management Team across Cross Functional
servicing and creative teams. All of these in one
P&L. This means getting rid of departments and
silos that offer a variety of skill sets, with clients
cherry picking the service offerings under the “360
degree” mantra.
This new business model has proved to be
critical in the success of integration, growth and
reputation of the Singapore agency — consistently
in the last 5 years. It also allowed Phil to transform
an agency of 4 people to a dynamic organization of
200.
The Guts/Risk Factor: For the last 15 years, Phil
has been seen as a true innovator. As someone
who is not afraid to re-create the rules of the
game. But he could not do it alone. Phil realized
that he needed a team that will share his vision
for true integration. Not an easy task. He needed
a team that is diverse, multi-cultural, hungry,
passionate, and understands the long-term
growth strategy of the agency. As a result, his
approach to hiring people has been key. This
approach means identifying talent who are
generalists but have a very specific skill to offer.
Attitude wise, these people must be natural
‘disruptors’. Young or mature — these people
must be inquisitive, curious, dynamic and
daring. TBWA\TEQUILA does not have

manner — thus ensuring the campaign’s better
integration with operations and a shorter
developmental time.
The agency now provides advertising and
marketing services to global brands interested in
seamlessly integrating their general, multicultural
and international marketing efforts. Services
offered include creative development, media
planning and buying, research, public relations,
events and grassroots marketing, strategic
planning and interactive support.
Other International Facts: Givi began his career as
a physicist in the former Soviet Republic of
Georgia and also completed a Doctorate Program
at the Moscow Institute of Chemistry and
Technology.
According to Givi, “In my life, as a
multicultural specialist, I have come to appreciate
cultural differences, and I would not have
achieved so much without some early lessons.
When I was a student in my native Georgia, I

departments with specialists. They are 200person strong team of people who share a
common love for ideas that change the world.
The Constant Challenge: The biggest challenge in
applying innovative thinking to international
projects is the application of the “old” full service
agency model in implementing an international
campaign to a multi-market situation. The needs
of the markets tend to be very diverse and are
comfortable with the old agency solution. Phil
continues to share the spirit of integrated solutions
to client campaigns by showcasing its benefits or
effectiveness of the campaigns.
Other International Facts: Phil started his
international career as a talent scout for
comediennes — one of whom included David
Chapelle. (He also graduated in law and trained as
a Barrister.)
Phil once worked in Vietnam with a rather
“hostile” client. The latter did not want to accept
any advice from the “novice,” that was Phil, on a
particular communications campaign. After a
particular heated meeting, Phil was told “I would
rather drive you all around Vietnam so you can
experience the country before you can give me any
more advice”. What seemed the start of a rocky
client/ agency relationship became a truly
wonderful experience for Phil and perhaps one of
his best holidays!
Contact: philip.brett@tbwaworld.com

was sent to a tiny farming village in the Vologda
Region of Russia with a group of my student
buddies as part of an educational process. The
goal of the trip was to help locals build an
infrastructure. Apparently, in order to be well
received by the communist leader of the village, it
was customary for locals to test a newcomer’s
ability to handle hard-core grain alcohol produced
in the village. I was the young group leader from a
gentle wine country, who found himself at a table
with a massive bottle of a local spirit and just
12-ounce glasses and pickled cucumbers. I was
unwell for two days after that traditional
binge-drinking hour, but our student group was
assigned the most interesting work project as a
result of my bonding session with the villagers
who did not regard us as snooty city boys
anymore.
And, today, I still prefer wine.”
Contact: givi@ethnicusa.com

CHRIS CARMICHAEL OF MINDSHARE, LONDON; PETER COLVIN OF MEDIAEDGE:CIA, LONDON;

I N N O V A T O R S

HAMISH DAVIES OF MEDIAEDGE:CIA, LONDON; RUPERT DENNY OF BANNER LONDON; ANDREW FAIR OF OGILVY, NEW

Christian Kugel
Senior Vice President, Director
Denuo (A Publicis Groupe
Company)
Current Clients: HP and Meebo.
Born: I grew up on a ranch in Brenham,
Texas, which is about 90 miles from Austin
Worked in: Austin, Houston and Chicago
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are most
proud. I oversee our framing practice — (our term for consulting
practice), as well as our proprietary toolset. Currently, we have
developed and launched two tools. The first, called Socialight,
provides a deep dive in the dynamics of word of mouth for a client’s
brand, competitive brands and product category. It identifies
conversation drivers, category influencers and brand advocates.
Through the insights Socialight uncovers, it informs word of mouth
strategy development. Reflecteur, our second tool, uses ethnographic
techniques to uncover insights regarding digital culture — how
people are engaging with, contributing to and are influenced by
digital experiences.
Although Socialight was initially my idea, it could not have
happened without partnership. And now we are rolling it out to 11
cities of the world.
How would you define “innovation” today? Innovation is not a solo
activity. It is about finding new ways to combine. In our web 2.0
world, we have become familiar with a “mashup” or an application
hybrid that combines data from several sources into one tool, like
Google Maps linked to property data. This is the best model for
innovation in our industry now. Innovating is now a team sport,
rather than a series of individual accomplishments; our industry is
now reliant on many specialized areas of marketing problem-solving
that all contribute to making a single project work.
Why do people see you as an innovator? Innovation is also about the
ability to reinvent, and that starts with reinventing ourselves. (I
realize this is a very Eastern approach, which shows Rishad’s influence on
us!) I started in media research. I moved to account planning,
media planning and primary research. I then made the transition to
become a supplier, and experienced a different business culture. I
learned to navigate the landscape of brand equity. And now at
Denou, all of those skills sets and collections of experiences are
useful.
Given today’s demand for both creativity and accountability, one
must be both grounded and skyward, and employ both left and right
brain thinking to deliver for a client. overcome old problems to
achieve results.
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Other Background: The results of spending my youth with activities
like worming cattle, raising fryer hens and loading hay bales was
two-fold. First, I knew from an early age that I did not want my
long-term career proposition to consist of manual labor in the Texas
sun. Second, it forced a certain amount of ingenuity. The reality is
that living on a working ranch requires adept problem-solving skills.
Contact: christian.kugel@denuogroup.com

YORK; TORIE

“Crystal” Wang Jingjing
President & CEO
G2 Star Echo Group, Beijing
Current Clients: Procter & Gamble, Heineken, Coca Cola,
Wrigley, Nissan, Toyota, Honda, Shanghai Volkswagen,
Scoda, Warner Brothers, Dreamworks, Universal, Walmart, Watsons, Vanguard, Samsung, Kodak, Bank of
China, NAKHEEL, Zoomline, Green Peace
Born: Beijing, China
Worked in: Most regions of China as Star Echo has
capabilities in 300+ Chinese cities. Also built offices in
Dubai and Germany before returning her focus to China.
A market poised for innovation. Events, merchandising, road shows, promotions
and other marketing services are becoming essential tools for advertisers in China.
Many are surprised to learn that one-to-one marketing initiatives are a priority in the
world’s most populous country. However, China’s print market is crowded with
thousands of titles and CCTV, the
state-run TV network, boasts high advertising costs. International marketers in
particular need to forge direct relationships with consumers unfamiliar with
Western brands.
Wang Jingjing, known as “Crystal” is not only an extremely successful pioneer in
this field, but she has created an exceptional organization strategy that also caught
the eye of WPP.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are most proud. The
organizational design and structure of G2 Star Echo Group is still quite new to most
of our clients and WPP’s Grey Group — (who acquired a 51% stake in G2 Star Echo
in 2007), although we built this structure 10 years before. Our three key business
areas we are in include:
1. A Marketing Group with a network that covers 300 cities in China. We specialize
in planning and design, Channel Marketing, PR events, and exhibitions;.
2. A Premium Group that uses premiums as a media and marketing tool and
provides tailored designs of premiums, give-away, business gift, etc., as well as
production and procurement. (This is the only premium company in China
which is within a marketing group.)
3. A Logistics Group with a national network that covers over 1000 cities. It is the
only logistics company specialized in FMCG products and
marketing/promotional activities. It is technology-driven with advanced GPS and
Information Management Systems. And it is the only logistic company within the
worldwide WPP network.
This contributes to what I call “Beyond the line” or “Creativity without boundary,
Integration without limitation.”
The Beauty of this Structure: At G2 Star Echo, resources are shared and efficiency is
increased. With the support of the logistic company, the marketing and premium
companies can achieve the best cost-control results while gaining time during the
intensive marketing activities; the premium company can share the best creative
team with the marketing company. All three companies can share clients and
collaborate with each other quickly; all are independent, profitable and operated by
different professional teams under the same umbrella.
How do you define “innovation”? Innovation is the character of this industry. It’s the
only thing which really can add value to the business.
Other Internationalist Background: Crystal originally took the job at Star Echo, after
a marketing position at National Westminster Bank in Beijing, because she thought
it would give her enough “flexible” time to travel. Although she hasn’t had much
leisure to see the world’s monuments in the past several years, she has built one of
China’s leading marketing services agencies. She also has a bachelor’s degree in
international journalism.
Contact: crystal@prcecho.com

HENDERSON OF OMD, HONG KONG; PHILIP JABBOUR OF STARCOM MEDIAVEST, DUBAI; MICHAEL JONES

I N N O V A T O R S

OF MEDIAEDGE:CIA, MIAMI; ELIE

KHOURI OF OMNICOM MEDIA GROUP, DUBAI; SILAS LEWIS-MEILUS OF MINDSHARE,

Current Clients: Shell, Microsoft, HP, Prudential,
Hitachi and Honda to name a few.
Born: Beirut, Lebanon
Worked in: New York, San Francisco, Mexico City,
Dubai, Singapore, Guangzhou and Delhi.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for
which you are most proud? My most proud
business innovation/solution is the creation of B.
E. International, an international marketing
communication group operating in 26 markets.
The dream started in a garage in Bethel
Connecticut in the U.S. and has expanded to
include offices in markets like Beijing, Dubai,
Singapore and Delhi. We currently employ 1000
people and have 11 companies under our group
specializing in Youth Marketing, Media Planning
and Buying and PR.
Our latest innovation is the Women’s
marketing firm called “Muse” operating in the
Middle East in order to help marketers
communicate with women from a woman’s
perspective. Many doubted the validity of such an
idea in a market like the Middle East, but we felt
that this segment of the market was being
neglected. We were able to prove its success

within the first 6 months of its inception.
Why do people see you as an innovator? People
have often say that when someone has a new
marketing or business idea and they are in need for
someone to develop it through, they simply should
contact Shadi. I have launched 28 successful
companies over the last 11 years with little or no
capital and without any outside funding or financial
assistance. Twenty-six of these companies have a
market value of over USD $1 million.
This experience has also helped fuel many of
our clients’ business development efforts in diverse
countries and industries. Whether it involves
helping them create new services or products or
enter and win new markets, many clients often say
that my innovative business ways have contributed
to shaping their businesses thinking.
What is the role of innovation in marketing strategy
today? To win new business, we, of course,
compete against multinational network agencies
and large local marketing groups. Innovation has to
play the most important role in any organization’s
marketing or business strategy, especially in regard
to recruitment. We strive to offer talented
individuals creative compensation packages that

include unique working environments, profit
sharing schemes, equity stakes and many other
incentives to help attract and retain great people
around the world.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
thinking to international projects? The world is a
huge place, and as technology becomes more
advanced in markets from Brazil to India-- and not
just in the U.S. and Europe, it becomes
increasingly difficult to compete and innovate.
For example, in a market like China, we may
introduce a “new” idea related to a product launch,
only to be surprised to learn that the same idea has
been already executed by another company in the
market.
Other International Facts: I moved to the U.S. in
1988 at the age of 14 and currently have homes in
Delhi, Dubai, Doha, New York, Bethel-Connecticut
(U.S.), Singapore, Guangzhou, Manila, Istanbul
and Bucharest. In any given week, I am in 2.5
countries.
Contact: shadi@beinternational.com

Shadi Bteddini
President
B.E. International,
New York & Dubai
Shubha George
Managing Director — India
Mediaedge:cia, Mumbai
Current Clients: Accenture, Beiersdorf, Bharat
Petroleum Corporation, Cavinkare, Chanel,
Citibank, DHL, Diageo, Henkel, HDFC Standard
Life Insurance, LG Electronics, Sony Ericsson,
Xerox
Born: Chennai, India
Worked in: Various parts of India
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How would you characterize innovation in your
work? Innovation is looking at an existing
situation or problem differently and exploring the
“other way” — not how things are done today, but
how they can be done tomorrow.
Innovation for innovation’s sake rarely works.
Any program must achieve an important measure
of its relevance. I generally ask:
• Will it yield better results vis-à-vis today
• Will it make us future ready?
• Will it bring in benefits on time with appropriate
cost and productivity?

• Will it make people more satisfied?
Why do people see you as an innovator? A
common challenge of the agency business is
attracting and keeping good talent. Often, training
and coaching is left to individual offices, and a
worldwide team can suffer from inconsistencies.
A solution that I am proudly and passionately
implementing for MEC worldwide is using
technology-based learning that positively impacts
our most important asset – our people.
Why do people see you as an innovator? At the
risk of sounding immodest, they may see a selfstarter who doesn’t wait for things to happen, but
has the initiative and resilience to move new ideas
from plan to execution. In today’s fragmented
media market, innovation is a necessity and not a
luxury. Consumers need to be engaged and not
just informed and engagement is not possible
without creativity and innovation.

What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
thinking to international projects? One challenge
from my Indian vantage point is to find an idea
that is truly innovative globally, while another
challenge is the ability to execute the idea with a
consistent threshold of excellence across different
markets. Any idea is successful only of the owners
in every market believe in it, are passionate about
it. Co-opting all constituents into the merit of the
idea and its benefits is both challenging and
imperative.
Other International Facts: I strongly believe that in
today’s technology-enabled world, where you are
geographically located is irrelevant to what
geographies your work impacts. While I live and
work in Mumbai, India, a part of what I do here
will hopefully impact the worldwide organization
meaningfully
Contact: Shubha.George@mecglobal.com

PARIS — NOW OF LVMH PARIS; HIROSHI OCHIAI OFTBWA/HAKUHODO,TOKYO; TONIA

PERRETTA OF INITIATIVE, LONDON;

LONDON; CHRISTOPHE

MAYER OF ZENITHOPTIMEDIA,

Becky Walden
Vice President/Global
Director
Starcom Worldwide

Current Clients: Oracle
Born: Puerto Rico
Worked in: Chicago, Washington D.C., Miami and Guadalajara,
Mexico.
Why do people see you as an Innovator? Being innovative means
exceeding the expectations of clients and even peers. I worked in
Latin America launching Starcom’s integrated Digital capability
across several regional accounts. This emerging region always
received a lower share of global budget, and we were often on the
hook to defend our ideas and programs more often than
counterparts in North America and even Europe. Without
continually innovating to drive maximum results on lean n’ mean
budgets, we wouldn’t stand a chance. I saw year over year
investment in digital programs double for clients such as Visa
and Walt Disney World Resorts where Latin America was
previously seen as a “gamble.”
What role does Innovation play in your job today? I learned a
valuable lesson while working in Latin America. The scale of
innovation we can achieve as a company is not directly
correlated to scale of investment. If we truly motivate our talent
across any market, big or small, and provide them with the
tools to leverage amazing ideas – innovation can happen
anywhere in the world. Since taking on a Global Account
leadership role I have dedicated myself to developing the tools
that maximize our ability to innovate on a bigger and ever
changing scale.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are
most proud? Two efforts I am most proud of are the G.P.R.
(Global Product Review) and the ‘Circuit Training’ program,
both of which I implemented for Oracle to develop future
global talent, today.
G.P.R. is a forum where any agency team member can
approach a global committee to review their ideas, gaining
feedback in order to leverage them on a global scale. This
program allowed open communication and generated new,
inventive strategies. With this review, I was able to foster a
global partnership between CNET International and
Businessweek – a first ever for Oracle.
The Circuit Training program enables each manager in an
Oracle Center of Excellence office (Chicago, Singapore and
London) to partner with a counterpart from an international
market to work cooperatively on a joint project, as well as evaluate
the effectiveness of the project through a more critical global lens.
This procedure was part of an initiative to develop a unique global
skill set across the entire team in order to produce an outstanding
finished product for the client.
Contact: becky.walden@starcomworldwide.com

ANNA RINGSBERG OF CARAT BUSINESS, MALMO;

I N N O V A T O R S

PATRICK RYAN OF MEDIACOM, LONDON; SESH SAMPATH OF BBDO ASIA, SINGAPORE; JACQUI SEDDON OF JUST MEDIA,
Current Clients: Intel, MasterCard and American
Airlines
Born: São Paulo, Brazil
Worked in: Brazil
Name an innovative idea or business solution for
which you are most proud? I recently had the
opportunity to develop an integrated campaign for
a Special Event called Intel Mobility Week, which
introduced the Centrino Duo (new chip) platform
in Brazil. The Week’s purpose was to
communicate and demonstrate the benefits of
wireless technology in people’s lives, generate
experimentation, and develop special Centrino
Duo opportunities with the trade.
Using the core creative idea of “Mobility and
Freedom,” a combination of traditional, alternative,
emergent and digital media was employed to
reach four key target groups. Tie-in events like the
“first movie broadcasted by WiFi technology” and

experience areas in the main park of São Paulo
were also created with great success. This project
received Brazil’s major Media Award (Prêmio de
Mídia do Estadão) and won the first Intel
Innovation Award.
Why do people see you as an innovator? Intel
expects innovation, and each project challenges
me to develop different or non-traditional
communication channels to reach each of our
targets.
What role does innovation play in your marketing
strategy today? Innovation is fundamental to every
project today. Brands need to generate relevant
experiences and content to reinforce the
relationship with their consumers.

relevance of each initiative for the consumer target
in varying countries.
How would you characterize innovation in the
work you do? In my work, innovation means
always being open to different approaches and
constantly reinventing what already exists in the
traditional communication channels.
Personal Note: Patricia just gave birth to a new
baby this July — a little ahead of schedule. Mother
and child are doing just fine.
Contact: Patricia.Gogliara@mccann.com.br

What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
innovative thinking to international projects?
Despite our globally-connected, hi-tech world, it is
still a challenge to intimately understand the

Patricia Gogliara
Associate Media Director
McCann Erickson Brasil

Charlotte Freemantle
Head of Communications Planning — EMEA
UniversalMcCann London

Current Clients: Bacardi, Microsoft, Coke, Xbox,
Statoil, Mastercard
Born: New Ash Green, UK, followed by an early
childhood in Amman, Jordan
Worked in: Shanghai and London
Name an innovative idea or business solution for
which you are most proud. I was fortunate to
developing an exclusive relationship with the
Design Lab — the commercial arm of St. Martin’s
College of Art and Fashion, as part of our
Communications Planning offering. We did this
18 months ago, as we realized that to be constantly
innovative we needed expertise from a wide range
of places — fashion, architecture, animation, etc
and the Design Lab gives us that.
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Why do people see you as an innovator? I think
that being an innovator is a given for anyone
involved in Communications Planning. We are
not in the old binary world of media anymore,
which focused on black-and-white answers. The
new world is all about questions and fresh curious

perspectives. I also believe that innovation is a
collective responsibility – it’s less about having
individual “innovators” but more about making
sure the right people, tools and processes are in
place to drive innovation everywhere.
What role does innovation play in your area today?
Innovation is critical to every single element of
Communications Planning: we are judged on our
outcomes, the solutions we create for clients. But
to make these happen, one needs innovation at
every stage – the way we brief, our relationships
with clients, the way we find insights, choose
people to partner with, etc.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
thinking to international projects? Making sure it
can be implemented! There’s no such thing as a
“great strategy” on paper. I believe it can only be
judged when it has worked on the ground. And
in order to make that happen, it’s about
collaborating with local markets — making sure
local insights are fed up the chain, and making
sure our thinking is based on their business

realities — not a global, idealized detached view of
what needs to be done.
How would you characterize innovation in the
work you do? For me, innovation is ultimately
about ideas that create value for brands AND
consumers. Creating value for consumers was
less important in the past — as an industry we
used to focus on “Will they get it?”, “it” being the
message. Great communications today need to be
beneficial to both the brand and consumer. We
need to ask “What will they get out of it?” instead.
Other International Background: I speak Chinese,
which is how I ended up in advertising. After
graduating with a Chinese degree, I went to
Shanghai — supposedly for a couple of months.
I ended up getting a job at JWT teaching English,
and then translating focus groups. I eventually
became a junior account planner there and stayed
for three years.
Contact: charlotte.freemantle@umww.com

TUOMISTO-INCH OF BANNER, LONDON AND MAGNUS WRETBLAD OF LOW BRINDFORS, STOCKHOLM.

LONDON; LATHA

SUNDERAM OF STARCOM, CHICAGO; JILL TOSCANO OF MEDIAEDGE:CIA, NEW YORK; HANNE
Nazeer Suliman
Managing Director
Universal McCann,
Johannesburg South Africa

Ian Bell
Western Europe —
Insight Planner
Mediacom, London

Current Clients: General Motors,
Microsoft, Jack Daniels, Southern Comfort,
UIP, Telkom, L’Oreal
Born: Johannesburg, South Africa

Current Clients: Proctor & Gamble
Western European GBU (Global
Business Unit) for the following
categories and brands: Duracell, Braun, Gillette, Haircare, and Fine
Fragrances
Born: Nottingham, England
Worked in: London and Oxford
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy today? I am
always looking for new channel solutions for our clients' brands. I am
very excited that in today's communication world we can consider
almost any type of activity for a brand so long as it both meets the
business, brand and communication objectives and originates from
original consumer understanding.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are most
proud. I have been focused on creating communication strategies that
use consumer insights to originate truly integrated channels with
creative ideas. These strategies are tailored to the consumer's mindsets
and situations all along the purchase journey. They guide the
consumer from initially thinking about a product to finally buying it
in-store. Planning channels and creative against how a consumer
navigates a P&G category hasn't been done before to such a strategic
and integrated degree.
Why do people see you as an innovator? I always try to approach each
challenge with a fresh perspective, assessing each one against its own
specific issues. This usually results in a unique way of explaining and
communicating the solution. I always try to go outside the specific
field or category for inspiration and ideas
How would you characterize innovation in the work you do? The
challenges are manifold and typically include keeping fresh and alive
to the world around us, convincing clients and partners to embrace
new ways of doing things, and to be open-minded enough to ensure
that any centralized thinking lives through to local execution.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative thinking
to international projects? Innovation is best characterized by
continually challenging yourself to think differently. One must be
interested in a client's business and marketing issues, but also in the
wider communications world and its implications for that client.
Today, all aspects of the “wider world”—be it cultural, sociological,
business, technology— offer relevant analogies and insights that can
apply to your everyday work.
Other International Background: I spent 12 months in Bogotá
Colombia learning Spanish and teaching English.
Internationalist Trivia: I inadvertently had tea with the Mujahideen
when trekking in Kashmir during my time as a student.
Contact: ian.bell@mediacom.com

THE 2006 AGENCY INNOVATORS INCLUDED:

Worked in: London and South Africa
Re-interpreting Innovation….There is a
context to innovation. Often, people in our
industry interpret innovation as a new
menu item when in fact it could have always been there, but placed differently
and re-framed, could be interpreted in a new way. I believe that innovation is
about seeing the very same old world with fresh eyes or from a different
vantage point.
How would you characterize innovation in your work? Doing this is core to
my job. Everyday is an opportunity to challenge by re-framing, re-looking and
re-educating myself. Nothing is original. Ideas are born out of a context from
strategic objectives and various other stimuli. It’s the constant questioning and
probing — what Universal McCann calls “Curiosity” that leads one down the
path to innovation.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are most proud?
Innovative ideas are simple. Like the one time I tried selling a client an idea of
advertising a range of infant formula in a selection of men’s magazines as
opposed to the tried and trusted selection of parenting and women’s
magazines. Nothing earth-shattering, but insightful and disruptive indeed.
How many men are self confessed house husbands? How many men take
charge of night feeds?
Sometimes piloting an innovative idea is a great way forward. In a market
still grappling to understand its main market — the majority black consumer
market — as a result of an “apartheid” hang over, I once asked a local and
predominantly black-read daily tabloid to risk the cost of an ad to test the level
of responses to a call to action. The results flew in the face of prevailing
wisdom and cross-tabulated research: This was a tabloid read by an audience
who hardly had a bank account to make a bundled post pay mobile phone
purchase. But the pilot proved otherwise. It was a simple approach that led to
real competitive advantage when it came to achieving new subscriber
activations.
What is the biggest challenge to innovation? The biggest challenge in making
an innovative idea come to life is selling it. Innovation needs to be sold and
packaged. It’s a sales job, especially when working with multinational clients
who have rigid global guidelines. Local insights — the sparks behind an idea
— always work to substantiate an innovative idea… even one that may
seemingly be contrary to globally enforced parameters.
Other Internationalist Background: Nazeer is a board member of The Fifth
World Summit on Media for Children, a global movement aimed at
improving the quality of media product for children and young people.
He has represented South Africa at various international conferences
under the auspices of UNICEF and the National Children’s Rights Committee
including the 2nd World Conference on Human Rights (Vienna, 1993),
UN/UNIS Conference on International Responsibility (New York, 1994)
OAU Conference on Assistance to African Children (Dakar, 1992) and was
involved in drawing up the first Children’s Charter of South Africa (1992).
Nazeer had visited 9% of the world.
Contact: nazeer.suliman@umww.com

JORGE IRIZAR OF MPG, PARIS; STUART CLARK OF MPG, LONDON — NOW OF MPG,
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SINGAPORE;

DIANA SEVILLANO OF OPTIMEDIA, MIAMI; ANDREW SWINAND, STARCOM, CHICAGO; JOE WARREN OF
Dan Benedict
Managing Partner, Global
Solutions
Mediaedge:cia, London

Current Clients: Xerox and Fortis (International Banking &
Insurance Services Provider)
Born: London
Worked in: London and have run international business out
of Paris, Brussels and Amsterdam.
Why do people see you as an innovator? Although Dan
certainly has a reputation for speaking clearly and directly,
one of our 2007 Innovators, Peter Colvin — also of
Mediaedge:cia, may sum up Dan’s approach to innovation best: “Dan has a strong
strategic mind and has always championed innovation. With a unique knack of
cutting through difficulties, he develops simply-crafted communication strategies that
inspire implementation planners to deliver great activation ideas within local markets.
Dan has the right blend of skills to inspire and lead those around him, and is an
enemy of mediocrity.”
How have you demonstrated innovation with client partners recently? I regularly run
workshops on creativity and innovation in communications and media, and our
financial client, Fortis, provides a good example. Thirty of Fortis’ global marketing
directors attended a 2-day workshop which we hosted in a London cathedral. The
inspiring location helped to provide some engaging communication ideas that
worked to support their new brand positioning. Additionally, forty Fortis Merchant
and Private Banking chiefs attended a 2-day workshop to take them out of their
'financial comfort zone' in order to help them better align the company’s offerings
with its new global brand communications.
When the new Fortis positioning was introduced, we staged workshops with local
markets. The goal was not simply to share the global rationale, but to tease out local
nuances and relevances for individual markets and to generate creative media ideas
and media firsts. Many of current creative executions emerged from those
workshops.
As a result, Fortis included me on their judging panel to select a global advertising
network. I am honored that my client views me as a key marketing component of the
Fortis organization, and am humbled by that sign of trust, partnership and
recognition of value and innovation. I was also asked to present our media strategy
directly to the Fortis CEO.
How would you characterize innovation in your work? Innovation in media occurs
when solutions are born out of real consumer and brand insight. Then we are able to
marry content (what you say, usually done by the advertising agency)) with context
(where and when you say it, done by the media agency). This should happen 100%
of the time. Interestingly, when this is done well, a media idea can actually shape
content or even become the content itself. When we are given total channel neutrality,
and when we consider all possible consumer touchpoints and 'routes to market,' our
work can truly demonstrate-- and not merely claim-- our clients’ brand values.
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Other Internationalist Trivia: Dan started out as a Tennis Coach upon leaving school,
and comments that it was good for his fitness but not for his wallet.
While in college, Dan, with friends, set up a music company that involved working
as a DJ, running nightclubs and promoting soul, jazz, funk, house, rave, and groove
music. He left for something more “substantial,” by going into the media business.
His partners continued with the music company and went on to become the global
DJ megastars—Judge Jules and Norman Jay. (He claims that he has no regrets.)
Contact: Dan.Benedict@mecglobal.com

NEW YORK; SOMAK

Laura Milstead
Group Account Director
JustMedia, London
Current Clients: Genworth, IFTF
(International Fur Trade
Federation), MessageLabs, Cognos,
Gaz de France, Panasonic (specific
brands), Renault B2B
Born: Peterborough, England
Worked in: London and Dublin
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. My new role at Just Media offers an
innovative approach to growing our business. This agency has
spent a good number of years building its heritage and
understanding with tech and financial clients who are
interested in reaching C-Suite executives. Now under my
remit, we are growing our luxury accounts as there is a huge
correlation between how these difficult-to-reach decision
makers may be targeted while at work versus at play. The
individuals may be the same; the particular mindset at various
points in time is different.
As a result, we are finding that we have insights to these
high-net-worth consumers from a perspective that is not
always immediately apparent to luxury marketers. For
example, we can use our online and ROI experience to take
them in new directions, as well as supplement their core print
fashion media buys with other business-driven alternatives.
Plus we are also encouraging these up-market brands to better
understand men’s roles in high-end spending.
How would you characterize innovation in your work? How
long is a piece of string? Innovation is a given today. And it
there is no set definition. It can mean taking on a new
client and changing what they’ve done historically.
However, to a client in another business category, the same
suggestion would be second nature, and innovation for
them may come in the role of technology. Innovation
requires a lot of due diligence for each account, and I find
that some of the best examples of innovation are simply
grounded in common sense.
What is the biggest challenge to innovation? Cutting
through to find the most effective way to serve a client’s
needs is core to our business; however, some may feel that
flies in the face of new definitions of innovation. So many
of us are overloaded with a plethora of media options, while
also trying to embrace the latest in social networking or
video, that we often forget how we must first challenge
ourselves to answer, “Will it deliver?” Sometimes we need
to have the guts to say “no” to something that is simply
fashionable or trendy. Our job is not to out do the creative
agency, but offer an effective return. The braver person
today is the one who voices what is not appropriate in the
interest of doing what is best for the client.
Other International Background: Having just returned
from holiday in the Maldives, Laura qualified as an open
water scuba diver. She says that she is already investigating
opportunities for an “WW” division of JustMedia to be run
out of Male—to clinch more luxury business!
Contact: LauraMilsted@justmedia.co.uk

CHAUDHARY OF LEO BURNETT, BANGKOK; MATT DYKE OF TRIBAL DDB — NOW AT HIS OWN AGENCY,

UNIVERSAL MCCANN, NEW YORK; MATT

EATON OF MEDIAEDGE:CIA, TOKYO; LORI SENECAL OF MCCANN WORLDGROUP,

Alistair Henderson
Director, OMD Fuse
OMD Australia
Current Clients:
Johnson and
Johnson,
McDonald's,
Beiersdorf, Frucor,
Fantastic Foods,
Reckitt Benckiser,
Telstra, BigPond.
Born: Aberdeen,
Scotland (U.K.)
Worked in: London and Sydney
Name an innovative idea or business solution
for which you are most proud. Without
question, it is the development of OMD’s Fuse
sponsorship and content strategy division. We
advise clients how to use non-traditional forms
of communication-- ranging from branded
content to product placement and events-within the communications mix to better

connect with consumers and more
meaningfully build brands and business.
Why do people see you as an innovator? When I
put together marketing solutions I always ask
'Will people care about this?' 'Will it matter to
them?' The persistent search for genuinely
interesting campaigns that bring brands to life
in ways that actually matter surprises people —
especially when you pull it off!
What role does innovation play in your
marketing strategy today? Innovation plays a
huge role in our offer to clients. With ever more
ways to skin the marketing communications
cat, how you even approach the task requires
constant innovation. Fragmentation and a
wealth of new kinds of channels means you
constantly need to interrogate the relevance of
your recommendations and the principles
behind them.

What is the biggest challenge you face in
applying innovative thinking to international
projects? Expertise. Finding the right kind of
people in the right places so that you can plan
and deliver campaigns with consistent quality of
thinking and execution is a top priority. You
always have to be in recruitment mode!
Dictionary definitions aside, how would you
characterize innovation in the work you do? Our
work constantly challenges the workings of a
very well oiled advertising and media industry
machine. Until now our innovation has been
guerrilla style. It will grow to become more war
like — at least with those who can't see the
writing on the wall.
Other Internationalist Background: My most
fun international project posting was 2 weeks in
Rio de Janeiro working on the BT global
challenge round-the-world yacht race.
Contact: alistair.henderson@omd.com

Mark Stewart
Global Account Director — Visa B.E.
OMD, New York
Current Client: Visa Inc.
Born: Crookwell, NSW Australia
Worked in: Sydney, Melbourne, London
and New York
Why do people think of you as an Innovator?
I have the good fortune to be an ex-Pat who
is a rare generalist in an industry of growing
specialization. By starting out in a small
market like Sydney at a time when having
responsibility for an account meant learning
everything and doing everything yourself,
from strategy to research to buying to client
service, I developed a natural “big picture”
vision. There is no question that we need
many more aspects of specialization today in
a far more complex marketing world.
However, it does not hurt that a global team
leader understands enough of all of these
elements and has sufficient experience
around the world to make the dialogue
among all the component players work, so
that innovation can occur.
Dictionary definitions aside, how would you
characterize innovation in your work?
Innovation today is unquestionably about

LONDON;

collaboration, particularly on a sweeping
global account like Visa. There are no
individual heroes on any account, especially
not when working on international
campaigns. I believe that the new dynamic of
group alliance and collective wisdom is
proving that we are now creating far more
innovative and far more relevant work
consistently throughout the world.
What is the biggest challenge to innovation?
There is no innovation without constant
communication among a multinational
agency team, and of course, with the client. I
have come to learn that the best option for
such communication is verbal, and I am an
advocate of the conference call (at all hours of
the world clock) and the group meeting.
Insights and breakthrough thinking do not
occur without the exciting collision of points
of view and perspectives on local
understanding, and one must strive to
constantly keep them in play. Sure, email is
great and constant Blackberry access helps us
all straddle the time zones, but there is no
substitute for real conversation and ideasharing, no matter how challenging it may

be to orchestrate these discussions
regularly. Also, making sure that
participants are good listeners as well
as good contributors helps to get a
balanced contribution.
Other International Facts: Mark has
survived some daring international
adventures. After accepting his U.S.
assignment, he chose to drive with a
group of friends from Sydney to
London —after, of course, reaching the
South Asia land mass. During the course of
his 4-month, 14,000-mile sojourn in an old
lorry, he spent a night in a Pakistani jail, was
mugged by a snake charmer in India who
used an aggressive cobra (instead of a
revolver) to demand money, and had some
border difficulties in Iran when he attempted
to enter the country wearing clean clothes
recently purchased in a Pakistani market,
which turned out to be local military
uniforms recently smuggled out of Iran.
“Hey, if you can negotiate successfully with
Iranian border guards, you can negotiate
with anyone!”
Contact: mark.stewart@omd.com

CAROLINA JIMENEZ-GARCIA OF MINDSHARE, NEW YORK; MARK BOYD OF BARTLE BOGLE HEGARTY,

I N N O V A T O R S

LONDON; DAVID

DESOCIO OF OMD, NEW YORK; DAVID MAYO OF OGILVY & MATHER, SINGAPORE; TOM BROOKBANKS

Current Clients: International: Nokia and Rezidor
SAS Hospitality (International Hotel Group), Local:
Skoda
Born: Malmö, Sweden
Worked in: London and Stockholm
Name an innovative idea or business solution for
which you are most proud? A digital campaign
called Urbanista Diaries, which used an interactive
widget that allowed people to follow the
whereabouts of users and automatically geo-tag
their photos. We equipped working journalists
with Nokia N82 devices; they reported back from
their travels and their various assignments to the
widget using this N82 device. The images and
reports sent to the widget were integrated with the
editorial on actual media sites.
Why do people see you as an innovator? At
Mediacom Stockholm, we are always looking to

integrate our advertising as much as possible into
editorial, in a manner that is relevant for the user. I
am always trying to push the boundaries of how
deep the integration can go.
What is the role of innovation in marketing
strategy? With constant growth of media and
dilution of users across more media,
more innovation is needed. Advertising can't only
be about trying to get a commercial message
before the eyes of the consumer. We need to find
ways of creating solutions that benefit the user, so
they may interact with the brand in a non-intrusive
way. Of course, mass communication still is
needed, but innovative alternatives are becoming
increasingly important.

relevance to the user. At the same time, you
encourage them to interact with
your brand and the brand messages.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
thinking to international projects? With the ability
to reach a critical mass via digital media today, it is
much easier to be innovative when doing
campaigns in international media. I believe that
achieving true integration is more challenging as it
is still not easy to break through old boundaries
between advertising and editorial.
Contact: Martin.Sundberg@mediacom.se

How would you characterize innovation in your
work? My definition is integration. If you manage
to make your message and solution integrated
with editorial, then you stand a chance of adding

Martin Sundberg
Account Director, MediaCom
Stockholm, Sweden

Rob Hilton
Founder & Creative Director, The Promotions Factory
Melbourne (Head Office)—also Sydney, Brisbane and Hong Kong
Current Clients: 20th Century Fox (internationally);
Coca-Cola, National Foods, Coles Group (Australia)
Born: Melbourne, Australia
Worked in: Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong,
China and United States of America.
Dictionary definitions aside, how would you
characterize innovation in the work you do? Our
creative philosophy is very simple. In everything
we do, the brand must come first. Always. Our
aim is to create powerful promotional solutions
that put the brand or product in the spotlight, but
always with the brand as the platform. After that,
virtually anything is possible. We can let our
imaginations fly. And we do. We have three key
business truths — creative, quality, competitive.
Our promise is we have a better idea.
Why do people see you as an innovator? We were
the first (more than a decade ago) to transform

from a traditional promotions company that
placed logos on products into a company that
developed creative products for companies to
assist in their branding and promotional efforts.
We apply different thinking to the process. We do
not simply just work with what products exist. We
create the product that best suits the brief to create
powerful promotional solutions.
Name of innovation idea or business solution for
which you are most proud? Breaking in to the
American market as an Australian company and
taking my first orders supplying into Wal-Mart and
providing the on pack premium and concept for
The Simpsons Movie — then watching a terrific
sell-through rate and seeing the advertising for my
idea. It's a very long process, but the rewards are
worth it.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
thinking to international projects? The biggest

challenge is getting large companies to have faith
in the creative process so that they can have
products and solutions developed from scratch.
Having a track record with major international
corporations and brands proves the success of our
offering; however, there are many companies out
there who still want the traditional logo placement
on a range of corporate gifts. We can do that and
even manage the stock, but true innovation
allows a brand or product to stand out from the
crowd.
Other International Facts: Rob Hilton started The
Promotion Factory as an ambitious 19 year old.
Now, nearly 20 years later, Rob and TPF are
currently consulting to Chinese manufacturers
to help them understand marketing philosophy
and creative process, so that they can become
product innovators rather than pure
manufacturers.
Contact: rhilton@tpf.com.au
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BURNETT, GUANGZHOU;

ROB HUGHES OF MINDSHARE, BEIJING; STEVE TRAVELLER OF STARCOM, LONDON;

OF MEDIAEDGE:CIA, NEW YORK; ASUKA

MOGI OF BEACON COMMUNICATIONS, TOKYO; JIMMY LIANG OF LEO

Current Clients: AT&T and the China Olympics;
Private Equity/Incubator involved in online sports
development.
Born: Vancouver, Canada. Raised in Northern
California.
Worked in: London; San Francisco and Monterey
Park in California; Hong Kong; Heilongjiang, Beijing,
Shanghai, and Guangzhou in China
Name an innovative idea or business solution for
which you are most proud? Working in Shanghai
under the mentorship and guidance of Tim Love, I
was able to play a key role in nurturing the multimillion dollar Nissan-Dong Feng Joint Venture in
China, and then go on to help establish
TBWA\Hakuhodo in China. This testament to
cultural diversity in business meant that a JapaneseAmerican ad agency was formed to serve a jointventure Sino-Japanese auto manufacturer in China
with a brand whose origin is from Japan, but is
aiming to
become a truly
global product.

How would you characterize innovation in your
work? Innovation, to me, comes about by drawing
upon one’s own unique international and cultural
experiences. Using this first-hand knowledge to
creatively solve challenging problems can bring
about successful, and often unexpected, solutions.
What role does innovation play in your marketing
strategy today? Innovation certainly plays a critical
role, especially when serving clients based in Texas
from somewhere as far away and as foreign as
Beijing. Surprisingly, the most innovative solutions
can often have roots in some of the simplest acts. For
example, during the planning stage for our AT&TOlympics project, I realized that there would be little
progress until my Texas clients had a first-hand
experience of Beijing — for the first time in their
lives. After their travel to China, we easily moved
from theoretical discussions to innovative planning.
Perhaps a small point to mention, but it builds a
critical foundation.
Why do people see you as an innovator? Drawing on
an international and culturally-diverse background
certainly helps with innovative thinking. Typically, I
like to use creative methods to devise breakthrough

solutions to challenging or nebulous situations in
business development.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
innovative thinking to international projects?
The biggest challenge is always the need to overcome
the gaps and clarify the diversities among cultures.
The end solution of any strong campaign is generally
universal in its consumer appeal or in its
presentation of a brand ethos. However the methods,
approach and process vary across different cultures
and traditions, and it is important to bear this in
mind.
Other International Facts: Growing up in Oakland
California’s Chinatown, I simultaneously attended
two schools-an American one during the day and a
draconian Chinese school in the evenings. I learned
about cultural differences at an early age!
Internationalist Trivia: I was born to parents of
Shanghainese and Cantonese decent, yet my
maternal great-grandmother was of Japanese
ancestry, and my maternal grandfather served in the
U.S. Navy and fought in Pearl Harbor.
Contact: felixtwong@gmail.com

Felix Wong
China Representative
The Marketing Arm, Beijing
Hani Mahdi
Digital Account Director
MindShare Worldwide, London
Current Client: Nike EMEA and Heineken (global)
Born: Ado Ekiti, Nigeria
Worked in: London
What role does innovation play in my marketing
strategy today?
Nike is an industry leader in communication.
Innovation sits at the heart of the way they talk to
consumers and helps build advocates for life. My job is
to help my clients increase their equity as a brand, and
ultimately improve their bottom line. We want to
provide service to the consumer and add value to their
every day lives. Doing this requires a mix of creative flair
underpinned with commercial realities... after all, what
use is a neat idea that doesn't shift product or improve
brand perceptions?
Name an innovative idea of which you are most proud
At the end of last year, Nike launched the T90 Laser
boot. The idea we co-created behind the campaign was
‘Put It Where You Want It' which reinforced the
accuracy proposition of the boot. We challenged Nike to
put Digital content at the very heart of the campaign —
the innovation was in using TV, ambient OOH, Mobile,
Print and a targeted Content Distribution strategy to
tease Football Obsessed Teens (FOTs — Nike’s target

audience) to go Online and view truly entertaining
content featuring the Sanchez Boys (of MTV's Dirty
Sanchez fame). Players like Wayne Rooney, Gattuso,
Malouda and Frings were encouraged to demonstrate
their accuracy skills and the features of the boot by
punting footballs at the Sanchez Boys in all sorts of
erroneous places, literally putting the ball where they
wanted it. Users were encouraged to upload their own
‘Put It Where You Want It' clips. work consistently
throughout the world.
We also partnered with Nokia to run a panEuropean mobile advertising campaign (mobile banners
and added value editorial driving users to download the
game from Nokia.mobi). In just one month across five
European markets, over 200k people downloaded the
T90 game.
Why people see you as an innovator? Be innovative or
die trying — I love this maxim. But it's the gold standard
in visionary thinking and it's the filter that's applied to
putting good work out. It sounds fatal but it pretty much
mirrors our industry's situation today.
Dictionary definitions of innovation fall short of its real
meaning for me… Innovation is fresh thinking that adds
value.... value to the brand (awareness, favorability,
consideration, equity, sales, CRM database, data and

insights into their
consumers, etc...) and value
to the consumer (making
life easier, providing a service,
functional tools that augment users' experiences,
making the brands' assets easily sharable and
accessible, etc...).
Other International Facts: I moved to London at the age
of 6. Equipped with only broken English, it wasn't until
the age of 7 that I started to speak the language like a
London local (with a funny accent, of course). My
mother is Greek; my father Egyptian, and up until 3
years ago, I had a collection of 4 passports. Three of
which gathered dust for the best part of 20 years, with
the Nigerian one being finally revoked on grounds of
dual nationality.
After 2 years of study at Guy's Medical School,
London, I turned my back on Medicine. I went on to
study Maths for 3 years-- (nothing like a bit of calculus to
stifle your creativity), which caused me to end up in the
media industry. And haven't looked back since. I'm
grateful to be working in an industry that is such a fertile
ground for creativity and doing things a bit differently.
Contact:
hani.mahdi@mindshareinteraction.com

EAN SHEARER OF DENTSU, INC., NEW YORK; KAVITA KAILASH OF LEO BURNETT, MUMBAI; SEAN FINNEGAN

OF OMD DIGITAL, NEW YORK — NOW OF VIBRANT MEDIA;
Current Clients: Xerox, ABB, Breil
Born: New York
How would you characterize innovation in your
work? To me, innovation is initiating change for
the better. It is challenging status quo and red
tape, and it is bringing to life the 'what if'
scenarios that many think are impossible.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for
which you are most proud? The award winning
Xerox Custom Cover Program is a great exhibit of
innovation. Rather than talk about applications of
Xerox technology in a traditional ad, this program
enabled us to bring the technology to life. It
allowed subscribers to customize their own cover
online and then have their issue of a favorite
magazine printed with the customized cover and
mailed to them.
Why do people see you as an innovator? I'm not
convinced that one person can be an innovator;

MARK JONES OF ZENITHOPTIMEDIA, SAN FRANCISCO

especially in communications. Yes, I help
challenge the norm and develop new ways of
getting messages out to consumers, but when it
comes to implementation I am not alone. Behind
most innovative ideas are excellent teams that
assist in developing a concept and ultimately
bringing it to life. A solid team environment is the
groundwork for development of innovative ideas.
By starting everyday with a clean slate and
approaching everything with an optimistic attitude
I am doing what I feel is necessary to create that
environment.
What is the role of innovation in marketing
strategy? The days of passive marketing
consumption are long gone. Integrating
innovation into strategy development lays the
groundwork for engagement between a brand and
a consumer; it allows for a dialogue between the
two rather than a monologue from marketer to
audience. Innovation cannot be forced. For
example, an idea may be innovative but if it

doesn't achieve the objectives set forth than what
was its purpose?
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
thinking to international projects?
Inclusion/Exclusion is certainly a challenge. Too
many participants can leave a great idea on the
cutting room floor or dilute a concept to the point
where it loses its uniqueness. Implementation of a
strategy in a market/region that was not involved
in the initial development is often met with
hesitation. Levels of authority need to be identified
in the initial phases of planning so that there are
minimal barriers as the process proceeds.
Other International Facts: Did pro-bono work on
the UN Stand Up against Poverty Campaign
which extended into over 100 markets.
Contact: Christina.Dagnello@mecglobal.com

Christina Dagnello
Partner, Communications Strategy
Director — Global Solutions
Mediaedge:cia, New York

Will Swayne
Managing Director
Carat, Hong Kong
Current Clients: Adidas
Group, Mattel, Gucci, BMW,
Warner Bros, ABN Amro
Bank
Born: UK
Worked in: London, New
York, Hong Kong.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for
which you are most proud? I am tremendously
proud about my long involvement with the adidas
brand during so exciting a time in the company’s
marketing development. I joined Carat
International in London in 2000 to head the
global adidas account, and worked on their
worldwide media strategy for the launch of
“Impossible Is Nothing” in 2004. It was a stake in
the ground for the adidas brand global, and set the
benchmark for all subsequent campaigns. It also
initiated a period of substantial growth for the
company.
I moved to Carat Asia Pacific in 2005 to head
all regional APAC accounts for Carat, and saw

— NOW OF MTV.

through the adidas Asia Pacific 2006 World Cup
communication strategy.
It was exhilarating to see adidas dominate the
football category during this highly competitive
period. We challenged ourselves to help retain the
adidas position as the #1 football brand in the
region in terms of brand perception and sales.
And fortunately we have done so.

being consumer-centric and digitally ahead, As
Carat and sister company Synovate continue to
invest in the better understanding of consumer
behavior, coupled with the integration of full
service digital agency, wwwins, into our Hong
Kong offering, we are able to execute relevant and
innovative media ideas to lead our clients into the
future’.

Why do people see you as an innovator? I have
worked at the global, regional and local level, and
the combination of this experience gives me a
unique perspective for global brands. Today, brand
strategies must be based on sales-driven initiatives,
and I am happy creating in that realm. No matter
how many different brands one has worked
across, being an innovator means always having
the curiosity to learn more — about new strategies
and new tools to solve challenges.

What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
thinking to international projects? Any product
means different things to different people in
different markets, regardless of how uniform we
consider our multinational branding. It is
continues to be challenging to form a single
consumer insight that can be truly applied globally.

What role does innovation play in your marketing
strategy today: Innovation is about delivering
marketing solutions to seemingly impossible
business issues. The future is about precision and

How do you characterize innovation in the work
you do? Innovation today is crucial to all aspects of
marketing thinking. The media landscape in
particular is constantly evolving, so there is no
time to stand still. We have to keep innovating or
die!
Contact: William.Swayne@carat.com
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Not the Usual Suspects

Andrew McLean,
President & Chief Client
Officer—Mediaedge:cia

I’ve never been to The Cannes Ad Festival.
Twenty years in the advertising business and
I simply have never attended. I always
sensed that media people were gate-crashing
at a party for creatives and agency top
management. Plus, I associate Cannes with
a feeling of agency nostalgia, reminiscent of
the last night of Studio 54, when the
advertising old guard believed it ruled the
world and excess was a part of the business.
And while clients and media people are now
welcome at Cannes, I still don’t feel that I’ve
missed anything significant. However,
Cannes Lions are important in the content
of judging great examples of our craft.
At MEC, we have come to realize the
importance of recognizing and celebrating
the work at the heart of our global
operation. MEC’s “Global Ideas” was
established in 2003 to honor great work,
but also to catalog the diversity of our
work, to benchmark innovation, and to
stimulate idea-creation from all of our
markets. Ideas used to have a simple role
in marketing, advertising and media: they
either informed or entertained. Today’s
advertisers, however, now look for ideas
that will incite consumer engagement and
change customer behavior. This is a far
greater developmental challenge. With
consumer empowerment increasingly
driven by the digital world, brands must
seek novel ways to authentically and
effectively interact with
consumers.
No matter how diverse
a portfolio, good work can
be separated from great
work by recognizing the
degree of “consumer
centricity” involved. The
work grounded in a clear
consumer insight or a
universal truth, builds a
stronger, more active

If there were a prestigious
global media award today,
which markets or regions
would take top honors?
I suggest that it wouldn’t
be the usual suspects.
B Y
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relationship between brand and
consumer. And this is the essential
cornerstone to building better business
results.
A word of caution: advertising or
media work that derives from a brilliant
idea, but isn’t firmly grounded in a
consumer insight will not provide real
engagement or long-term benefit to the
brand. Attention-getting advertising stunts
have always been popular; however, this
kind of short-term “fad” planning as an
adjunct to a campaign has other
detrimental effects today. It divides the
objective of unified communications
planning into separate shops or separate
silos within an agency and can create two
classes of planners.
Great ideas are grounded in
consumer insights, but their discovery
requires tremendous thought and
rigorous work. However, once the insight
is clear, the idea generation and campaign
evaluation evolves easily and organically.
“So where do such great ideas come
from? The short answer is anywhere. And,
increasingly, they are not coming from the
past centers of excellence.”
Here is a terrific example from India
for Nivea Soft moisturizing cream where
brand sales were increased by 45%. And
this was achieved without spending
millions of dollars on mass media
advertising.
In India, Nivea is mainly known for its
packaging as the cream in the “blue tin”.
Given its long heritage in the market, Nivea
is also associated with the older woman —
“the cream my mum uses.” Into this
climate, Nivea Soft launched a moisturizing
cream for teens and young women aged 15
to 22 years old. These girls wish to look
beautiful, but either do not have the parental
consent or the money to pamper themselves
with beauty products. Nivea Soft was

positioned on the benefit of “moisturizing
care for young skin.” The communications
platform developed to address this
consumer need was: “Stay Simply
Beautiful.”
Since competing brands from
Unilever, L’Oreal and Garnier outspent
Nivea, the MEC team on the
subcontinent needed to win that mind
space outside of the conventional TV and
Print. Both engagement and
amplification were essential for success.
Local consumer research showed that
young women in India were beginning to
feel a sense of growing independence or a
strong desire to effect some change or
some difference in their lives. This
generation wanted to be recognized and
appreciated — not just by their family
and friends, but by the larger world. They
craved the spotlight and getting noticed.
This consumer insight provided
Nivea Soft with an idea called, “I want my
moment in the sunshine.” Here’s the
scenario. Imagine that you, a 19-year-old
young Indian woman, are at your favorite
movie theater to catch the latest
Bollywood film. It’s just a regular day out
with friends.
Before the movie starts, a
representative from Nivea approaches you
and invites you to take part in a contest
for the ‘Nivea Soft Stay Simply Beautiful
Face’. All you have to do is have your
interview taken on camera. You are both
surprised and honored to be among the
chosen few.
Just as you are expecting the film to
start, an ad break is posted, and you
suddenly see yourself on the big screen.
You have been judged the most beautiful
face of the day. Your interview is being
screened and the full house is
congratulating and cheering you. You are
being noticed and appreciated, thanks to
Nivea Soft.
This first leg of the program was
conducted across the three key cities of
Mumbai, Delhi, and Kolkatta at movie

theatres, malls, and large
offices complexes. To
scale up to a national
canvas, 100 Beautiful
Faces from the onground engagement
were selected for
pictures and profiles to
appear on www.nivea.in/
simplybeautiful for a
nationwide poll.
The 100 contestants
MEC India Nivea Team: 2007 Global Ideas Winner
Left to right: Bhanupratap Singh, Vasundhara Srinivasam, Priyam Goodluck,
also had to create a viral
Manas Mishra, Naina Shewakramani, Prashant Bhojani, Payal Rohra, Ashok
Iyer, Tony Pratap, Chetan Shetty
campaign of their own
and were encouraged to
get the public to vote on“can-do” attitude certainly provides ample
line or via text message for the All India
opportunity for the business of media
“Simply Beautiful Face.” The girls worked
strategy.
with their friends and their newly
So, back to start. Where is the best
acquired “fans” to get more public
work coming from? Who is having the
participation. Radio amplified the activity
best consumer insight and great ideas?
through contestant interviews and
Although every organization will be
location updates during the ground
different, I would suggest that in today’s
activation.
environment, the more global the base,
Nearly 100,000 consumers visited the
the more consistent the agency. At MEC,
website and over 30,000 voted in the poll
we were delighted to see Canada,
and sales soared. All of which emerged
Singapore, Denmark, Mexico, Colombia,
from an insight that enabled our local
France and Germany getting top honors at
team to cut through a cluttered category,
our internal recognition awards, along
to stand out with a small budget, and to
with the usual suspects of the UK and the
launch a new product into a competitive
USA.
marketplace.
Our top honor went to India for
Markets like the BRIC (Brazil, Russia,
work so grounded in consumer insight
India and China) countries, Eastern
that it provided such a natural
Europe, the Middle East and Asia are
execution. Also rewarding to see was
skipping over years of development to
the depth of new and different work in
move straight into digital and electronic
content, in digital, in corporate and
media centricity without any questions or
social responsibility, in retail… from all
issues. The drive and motivation of a
four corners of the world.
generation of young entrepreneurs with
A few years ago it seemed the best

The checkpoints for
Consumer Insight
• Is it actionable?
• Is it inspirational?
• Is it clear?
• Does it have longevity?

work came from only a few places. Now
unexpected work from unexpected
places is no longer unusual. Perhaps it
is best said that brilliant work comes
from brave clients and is generated by
talented people — wherever they might
now be in the world.
Andrew McLean can be reached at
andrew.mclean@mecglobal.com
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Reinventing Marketing in the Age of Technology
Today the stakes for marketers are

Finally — technology has completely

higher than ever because building

transformed the marketing measurement

brands has become more complex as a

platform.

result of technology’s impact. Some say

That which was once considered to be

that marketing has changed more in

beyond the scope of quantification has

the last five years than in the previous

bowed to the reality that everything can, in

thirty. Technology has literally put The

fact, be measured.

Consumer in Control. Today,

These phenomena — all influenced

consumers can get marketers’ messages

by technology — are forcing marketers to

when they want them, how they want

re-think the whole process of marketing

them — and, most importantly — if

… and to literally reinvent it for a new era.

they want them at all.
All you need to do is to look at the

Bob Liodice
President & CEO of the
Association of National
Advertisers (ANA)

The ANA is the only U.S. trade organization

growing impact of TIVO and DVR’s,

marketing?

satellite radio, do not call lists, and the

Answer: You need incredibly inventive

ad-blocking power of the Internet to know

people.

that the rules of this game have indeed

People who can create bold new

changed. In many instances today, the

marketing concepts… People who can

consumer actually wants to be left alone.

envision entirely new ways for consumers

“Give me the tools and get out of my way.”

to intersect with their products, services

And technology has also changed the

and brands… People who are truly change

exclusively devoted to the needs of client-side

media landscape….spawning a vast array of

agents — who take the status quo, flip it,

marketers, providing them with business insights,

new media alternatives and distribution

and see things in a totally different way…

extensive collaboration opportunities and

channels, or I should say, connection

strong industry advocacy. This association repre-

channels — from the Internet to

“Masters of Marketing” because they have

podcasting, blogging, social networking

transformed their business systems, their

I-pods and mobile technology. Even

branding, their media strategy, their

traditional media have been affected as

product quality, their analytics and their

sents more than 400 companies with 9000+
brands that collectively spend over $100 billion in
advertising. The ANA is also a member associa-

At the ANA we like to call these people

video-on-demand, IPTV, addressable

people. And in return, they are getting

tion of the Brussels-based WFA, or World

television, high definition, outdoor digital

transformed brand franchises and

Federation of Advertisers.

technology and overall interactivity have

transformed financial results.

profoundly influenced the landscape.

In the history of our own industry we

marketers manage brands and build brand

have watched Leo Burnett transform

equity.

static, text-based comparative ads into a
new type of advertising that enveloped the

once considered “givens” by product

product with aspirational imagery. Bill

managers, are now being challenged by

Bernbach combined copywriters and art

consumers’ extraordinary access to

directors into two-person teams — a

information through technology.

model that still flourishes in advertising

B O B
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Transformation, though, is not new.

Technology has also changed how

Entrenched brand loyalties that were
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Question: So how do you reinvent

L I O D I C E

agencies today. And David Ogilvy
pioneered the use of market research to

desire.

critic. Giving up control is hard. But in

Driving all of these examples —

reality, it’s really about listening to

successfully advertise and sell products

historic and contemporary, individual and

consumers, getting their feedback and

based on information about the

corporate — are several common human

being ready, willing and able to tweak

consumer.

characteristics:

marketing plans accordingly.

All of these inventors — ideated,

• Creativity

II. Integrated marketing

created, innovated — and then

• Resourcefulness

transformed the marketing landscape.

• Motivation — often in the face of

They changed the way we did business and

painful setbacks

communications.
Integrated marketing is now at the very

dramatically improved our ability to

• Intellectual curiosity

top of the list of concerns facing senior

communicate with consumers and

• Unique problem-solving abilities

marketing executives. In our annual ANA

customers.

Unquestionably, marketers can learn

member survey, integrated marketing

from the world of invention. In fact, we

moved up in ranking from the fourth

reinvention is less of an individual

must learn how to continuously reinvent

spot in 2006 to the number one spot in

phenomenon… and more of a company-

our discipline in order to transform the

2007. We believe this recognizes that

wide process. It’s driven by strong

marketplace and ensure success in the

marketers — challenged by an ever-

leadership that engages the entire brand

future. To do so, we need to invent a new

changing media landscape — are more

enterprise in a comprehensive,

system of marketing management — one

determined than ever to skillfully weave

transformative effort.

that will rest upon four pillars:

new, unconventional channels with more

Today, business invention and

Several powerful examples come to

efficient use of traditional media forms

mind. Toyota reinvented the automotive

I. The reinvention of brand building.

industry with production principles that

Reinventing brand building must reflect

revolutionized the way cars are

the technologically-driven, consumer-

incorporate social networking, mobile

manufactured and quality is delivered.

controlled, constantly changing

media, word-of-mouth, out-of-home

GE’s spirit of reinvention continues with

marketing environment. Understanding

experiences and other new forms of

its philosophy of ecomagination, perhaps

that consumers now have the control,

interaction into their campaigns. They

the world’s largest corporate commitment

marketers must put them in the driver’s

recognize that the place where “it’s

to designing and building ecologically

seat and unleash a tsunami of interactive

happening” is in the digital realm. You can

friendly products. Google reinvented

campaigns across all media platforms.

find more and more people networking on

advertising by fusing the worlds of online

Today, consumers are telling

and formats.
Increasingly, marketers want to

LinkedIn, creating a presence on social

search with online advertising to invent

marketers, in droves, when, where and

networking sites like MySpace and

Google AdWords.

how they want to be targeted. They are

Facebook, and engaging with blogs.

Apple re-invented itself — and the

creating their own ads,

music business — with the iTunes-iPod

unprompted, and uploading

system. Apple didn’t invent recorded

them to YouTube. They are

music, flash memory, e-commerce or

creating MySpace and Facebook

digital music players. However, it

profiles that pretend to be

brilliantly brought all these elements

commercial products, characters

together inventing — and powerfully

and celebrities. The consumer

marketing — a new, remarkable system

has the power to be a brand’s

that simplified the whole digital music

loudest cheerleader and

experience and fulfilled a huge consumer

evangelist, but also its fiercest

Marketers want to incorporate
social networking, mobile
media, word-of-mouth,
out-of-home experiences and
other new forms of interaction
into their campaigns.
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Marketers are also tapping into the power of

business proficiencies — analytical and

credit is tight and consumers are worried.

out-of-home experiences, another growing

financial — towards the common goal of

That’s a difficult mix for marketers to face,

trend for innovative brands.

better marketing performance.

with consumers pulling in the reins as

III. Marketing measurement and

IV. The reinvention of the marketing

accountability.

organization.

dramatically. With caution flags waving,
marketers will be very conservative and

You may have heard the classic criticism

A reinvented marketing organization is

will keep expectations and spending plans

of advertising from legendary retailer John

one that provides true strategic leadership,

modest. Combined with lots of political

Wanamaker. He memorably said, “Half of

consumer centricity and process efficiency.

rhetoric — perhaps including a tax on

my advertising is wasted. The trouble is, I

It’s an organization that makes every facet

advertisers — there will be plenty of room

don’t know which half.”

of marketing work brilliantly. It requires

for nervousness. To a significant degree,

precise alignment with the business’

however, political and Olympic media

how accurate that anecdotal comment

overarching goals, as well as collaborative

spending will more than make up for

continues to be. In fact, a new highly

partnerships with internal departments

sluggish brand marketing investments.

praised book, What Sticks — Marketing’s

and external resources. Most importantly,

Inconvenient Truth, confirms Wanamaker’s

it requires a commitment to attract and

2. Innovation and Creativity Rule

complaint. It calculates that $112 billion of

develop renaissance marketing

Marketers’ ingenuity will continue to

marketing expenditures are wasted

professionals.

expand as the competitive marketplace

It’s remarkable — and disturbing —

annually in the U.S., and that 47 percent

Such people are:

challenges brands to devise imaginative

of campaigns are destined to fail before

• Holistic, “system-thinkers”

ways to reach their audiences online and

the first media dollar is spent.

• Customer-centric believers

via other “out-of-the-box” avenues.

• Innovators and dreamers

Targeting consumers using

accountability must be infused into the

• Smart, effective communicators

unconventional methods in novel and

two core areas of research that are

• Results-obsessed managers

creative places will be the gold standard

fundamental to the success of any

• Enlightened measurers

for outstanding creative. Marketers won’t

marketing campaign: 1.) Research to

• Great team leaders.

run away from traditional media, but will

A commitment to achieve greater

leverage technology and “new media” to

develop leverageable consumer insights,
and 2.) Research to determine the

Companies embracing these pillars

accentuate message delivery to consumers
and customers. Creativity will rule!

effectiveness of marketing activities.

will be able to continuously reinvent their

Beyond a deeper commitment to research

marketing. The need for marketing

and measurement, marketers must

invention and reinvention in the face of an

3. Get Serious about Accountability!!!

embrace process simplification, expedite

ever-changing, technologically-driven

In ANA’s 2007 marketing accountability

speed-to-market and improve overall

marketing landscape is imperative today.

study, it was startling to find that, despite

systemic productivity — all greatly

The future of marketing will never be the

enormous efforts, 42% of marketers were

facilitated by technology.

same. And of course, the future is what all

dissatisfied with ROI measurements and

marketers must predict.

metrics. In about half of the companies,

Reinventing accountability will
completely overhaul the marketing
business system and will require
marketers to create a culture of
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their disposable income tightens

Here are my expectations for the
remainder of this year.

marketing and finance don’t speak with
one voice or share common metrics.
Enough!!! Recognizing the critical

accountability. It starts with the

1.

appointment of an accountability

2008 is about the economy and politics.

will appoint a czar — the Chief

champion, a person who drives multiple

Growth is slowing, fuel prices are high,

Accountability Officer — to lead a

www.inter-national-ist.com

Marketers hit a rough patch

importance of accountability, companies

disciplined, internally consistent approach

together to create mutually fair value and

trends like “green” – a movement that is

to marketing measurements, metrics and

incentive-based approaches. The ANA 2007

pervading the industry and will infuse

productivity.

Trends in Agency Compensation study

marketing sustainability into brand

showed that a mere 25% of marketers

decisions.

4. “Digital, Digital, Digital”

surveyed were very satisfied with their
current compensation models. Marketers

9. The Power of Strategic Alignment

As Microsoft’s Steve Ballmer proclaimed at

will pay well for great ideas, fabulous brand

Marketers succeed when brand decisions

the 2007 ANA Annual Conference, all

stewardship and superb media

and messages are fully integrated and

media will ultimately be created and

management. The key is to get expectations

synchronized across all media channels.

delivered digitally. Digital offers richness

right between agency and client.

To do that requires “Strategic Alignment,”

(and portable, too)

in information management,

or leadership that ties everything together,

communication delivery, on-demand

7. Market Research Gets Emotional

metrics — and — portability. Simply look

Going beyond traditional focus groups and

potentially pull them apart. Strategic

at the iPhone and similar devices to know

consumer surveys, market research will

alignment is one of the most important

consumers will have all forms of media at

embrace new scientific approaches that

roles of the Chief Marketing Officer to

their fingertips 24/7. The challenge: Are

literally tap consumers’ brains to learn

ensure that everyone is marching to the

marketers skilled enough to take

how they neurologically respond to

same drumbeat. And that includes

advantage of this rapidly changing

commercial messages and make brand

agencies. In 2008, more CMOs will

landscape? Perhaps not. They will need to

choices. The AAAA and ARF have begun

embrace integration to make certain their

substantially upgrade technological skill

researching this topic in earnest with their

organizations are strategically aligned.

sets to keep pace with emerging

intensive three-year study titled “On the

Lead agencies will be appointed to assure

developments.

Road to a New Effectiveness Model.” This

that all supporting agencies carry out the

study sheds new light on the emotional

same brand message.

5. The “Brand Swarm”

impact of advertising. This year we are

particularly when the forces of change can

Marketers will move decidedly in the

starting to see practical applications of

10. Privacy, Privacy, Privacy

direction of DDB’s CEO Chuck Brymer’s

these insights as advertisers and agencies

Marketers are now increasingly sensitive to

“Swarm Theory” that people and their

begin to understand what “engagement” is

privacy issues. With “digital intrusion” and

opinions coalesce to form critical forces

truly all about.

identity theft issues as paramount

that massively influence marketplace ideas

consumer concerns, marketers must be

and concepts. “Swarm Theory” will elevate

8. Emergence of the “Renaissance

social networking to new levels,

Marketer”

about access to private information. This

confirming the immense impact that

A new breed of marketing professional is

tug-of-war between consumer privacy and

consumers have on each another and

emerging — an individual with a holistic

information access will require marketers to

reinforcing the trend towards

view of the world and extraordinary

work hard to explain and justify the lifestyle

communities. Marketers who embrace

observational powers. These “Renaissance

benefits of highly individualized,

this trend can form consumer brand

Marketers” will be part humanist, part

personalized commercial communications.

“advocates” and drive brand loyalty and

psychologist, part anthropologist and part

Doing it right offers marketers significant

trust to new heights, if done responsibly.

technologist. “Cookie cutter marketing”

upside benefits including consumer trust

will no longer survive as the marketer

and brand loyalty.

must take a broader view of the consumer

Bob Liodice can be reached at

Compensation models are evolving in

and customer. This includes the need to

bliodice@ana.net

2008. Agencies and clients will work

be socially responsible and to embrace key

6. Getting Compensation Right — Please

extraordinarily careful to respect worries

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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global strategy, local executions:
Best Practices for
International Lead Generation
B Y

D A V I D

S T E I F M A N

More marketers than ever before are investing larger portions of their
budgets in online lead-generation programs. And given the
fluctuations within the world economy and an ongoing emphasis on
advertising efficiency, we will only see a greater migration to this type
of marketing. My company, Huson International Media, joined forces
with United Business Media (UBM-LLC), formerly CMP Media, two
years ago to form the “most comprehensive technology media network
in the world.” We are consistently tasked with educating our clients
and exceeding their expectations when executing stellar global lead
generation campaigns in many countries of the world.
EDITORIAL NOTE:
The Internationalist was originally planning to organize David’s Country Charts on the following pages by “Fast Growth
Markets” v. “Traditional Markets.” We soon learned, with David’s help, that these labels no longer apply. For example, Brazil,
usually thought of as an “emerging BRIC nation,” is now quite mainstream in its popularity, while a seemingly traditional
market like Japan can be an early adopter for many tech offerings. China embraces more online options than we had
imagined. So, labels and geographies blur in the arena. As a result, we felt the best way to present the markets was in the
original Rand-McNally map style.

David Steifman would also like to acknowledge Brandon Friesen, Vice President of Sales for
InformationWeek and the Business Technology Network, for his dedication to providing constant insights in
this area. David is the Director of Sales- Eastern Region at Huson International Media and manages
Huson’s IT portfolio which includes over 100 IT and C-suite publications with a combined circulation in
excess of 7.5 million with more than 10 million unique users monthly. He also provides events, web-casts,
custom publishing, and project management to nearly 30 countries worldwide.
Contact: david@husonusa.com.

As a result, we have come up with best practices by country with an emphasis on our experience in the
business-to-business technology market — at this point in time. The following country charts identify key
trends and offer a quick means of comparison
among local markets. Also keep in the mind these
basics:
+ The acquisition of a lead is the most intricate
part of the online sales process.

compelling enough for a user to provide his or
her name?

+ Know the audience well enough to know how
they general respond to various type of offers and
programs.

+ Expect differences in what media owners can
offer by market. Localize all communications and
content.

+ Recognize that especially in Europe a lead for you
is the privately-held personal data of your potential client. Respect that confidentiality.

+ Local Media Partners are a great source of advice.
Develop relationships.

+ Content is King. “Sell the content” in the initial
message. Ask yourself if your content is

+ Follow the Information Journey. Lead-generation
on its own is less successful than a combination
of lead generation with brand recognition
marketing.

In countries where lead generation is not available yet, we recommend integrated online campaigns that brand
and create high click through percentages. EDM campaigns and direct online approaches are successful. White
paper and webinar options, where available, still remain the best form of lead generation.

The Internationalist Rep Connect:
The Only Global Guide to Advertising Sales
Connections Around the World

online now
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global strategy, local executions:
UNITED KINGDOM
Web Seminars:
+ Very successful and prevalent in the last 2 years
+ Users have become more trusting of this information source
+ Audiences have increased

Podcasts:
+ Not as widespread as web seminars
+ Slowly become successful
+ Can be good lead generators

Events:
+ Live events do work
+ Tougher and more expensive to get users to an event than in other markets

Online Growth & Other Offerings:
+ The significant online traffic in the U.K. means microsites,
White Paper downloads and newsletters to drive traffic
+ All are very successful

UNITED STATES

FRANCE

Online Growth & Other Offerings:

Web Seminars:

+ Start with the audience profile; Prospects are
people, not buying machines
+ Chart the information journey by studying the
audience – get into their workflow
+ Content and Community is King – think “click
to learn” vs. “click to buy” for B2B Decision
makers
+ Go where they go and provide what
decision-makers need – let buyers’ control,
give them the tools
+ The goal is to compel them to engage and
activate with the right application
at the right time

+ More prevalent now, although less common than in
the U.K. or Germany
+ Not recommended for this market in the B2B sector
+ Not enough critical mass yet

+

BRAZIL
Web Seminars:
+ These are rare, but are started to be introduced

Podcasts:
+ Not recommended yet, but could be viable soon

Events:
+ A very good way to meet the market
+ The Brazilian culture is all about face-to-face meetings
+ Saõ Paulo is the best venue

Online Growth & Other Offerings:
+White Paper downloads are definitely recommended for
leads
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+

Podcasts:
Events:
+ Highly successful
+ Vary from small roundtables to seminars to major
events

Online Growth & Other Offerings:
+ White Paper downloads will work if the content
is compelling
+ There is a serious cultural aversion to providing a
name or personal details, so this is a limiting factor

+

+

Best Practices for International Lead Generation

RUSSIA
Web Seminars:
+ Not that popular at the moment
+ Can work in a tight communication
between vendors/distributors and their
dealers or customers

JAPAN

Podcasts:

+ Webinars do not work in this market

+ Not popular now, and long-range outlook
isn't clear

Podcasts:

Events:

Events:

Web Seminars:
+ Picking up in popularity and now a viable option

+ Highly successful when paired with other
marketing like PR, promotion and print
advertising
+ Road shows, seminars, outdoor
conferences all work well.

+ Very successful in the market given the Japan
face-to-face way of doing business
+ Multiple cities recommended; Tokyo is the key
choice if only one location is possible

Online Growth & Other Offerings:

Online Growth & Other Offerings:

+ White Paper downloads work if there is both
compelling content and a sufficient explanation
of it
+ There is significant traffic to drive audiences and
leads

+ White Papers are quite successful in
conjunction with other marketing activities

+

GERMANY
+

+

Web Seminars:
+ Now quite successful and can
generate hundreds of leads

+

Podcasts:
+ Not recommended for this market in the B2B sector
+ Not enough critical mass yet

CHINA
Web Seminars:

+

+ Web seminars are a viable option in China

Events:

Podcasts:

+ Successful if there is sufficient
lead-time to gain maximum
attendance
+ Given Germany’s size and
de-centralized nature, a road
show to multiple cities is recommended.

+ Not recommended yet, but should be viable soon

Events:
+ Events can be very successful due to size of market
+ Multi-city road shows are highly recommended

Online Growth & Other Offerings:
+ White Paper downloads work and are a relatively low-cost addition to the
lead-generation mix.

Online Growth & Other
Offerings:
+ White Paper downloads will work
+ There is some cultural aversion
to providing a name or personal
details

INDIA
Online Growth & Other Offerings:
+ Lead-gen programs localized for the Indian business culture are very
successful given the zeal for searching for information related to doing
one’s job.
+ Print is a stronger communications tool in India than in other countries.
Print as a medium is actually increasing slightly year on year.
+ On-Line is an emerging tool due in part of India’s infrastructure which
is not yet state-of-the-art in terms of access and speed.
+ Mobile is an interesting technology in that there are over 166M mobile
phones in use in India.
+ Events are an important tool for sellers and buyers. India enjoys a very
robust “local” market events business given the challenges for
customers to travel.

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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Work. Social.
Hub Culture Pavilions offer new ways for the world's knowledge elite to collaborate.
Upcoming projects:
Ibiza
New York & London
Parma, Italy
Hong Kong
Punta del Este

July 15 - September 10, 2008
September 2008
October 23-26, 2008
November 2008
January 2 - 15, 2009

P E O P L E

1

A N D

P L A C E S

IAA UK LUNCHEON FOCUS ON YAHOO
On May 14, the IAA UK Chapter featured Kristof Fahy of Yahoo! Europe as
part of its monthly luncheon series on international topics, now held at the
Mandarin Oriental in Knightsbridge. Fahy shared both some irreverent ideas
and keen insights on how to breakthrough to better navigation in today’s
digital media world.
All photo identifications from left:
1
2

2

3
4
5
6

Dana Pounsford, WARC and Nigel Ponder, SKY NEWS/National
Geographic Channel.
Nick Edgely, Spectator Media Group and Stuart McLennan, The
Economist.
Kristof Fahy and Helen Lowe, both Yahoo!.
Sevim Olgun Megan Smith — both StarMediaVest Group.
Annabelle Lees, SKY NEWS/National Geographic Channel.
Corrin Doherty, Dow Jones International; Jodie Sinyor, Newsweek
International; Lloyd Emeka, DWA, and Robbie Douek, Euronews.

4
3

5
6

The Fox Club London,
46 Clarges Street,
London, W1J 7ER
tel: 020 7495 3656

In the heart of Mayfair you will find one of London’s
best kept secrets, The Fox Club.
This private member’s club is tucked away on Clarges
Street yet just a stone’s throw from Green Park,
Buckingham Palace and an array of exclusive shops.
The Fox offers its members a unique blend of
informal yet professional service...“we look after you!”
For information about membership and rates go to
www.foxclublondon.com.

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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1
2

3

7
5

4
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P L A C E S

IAA-NY CELEBRATES THE U.S. WITH A STUDIO 54-THEMED BALL
The IAA New York Chapter has a long tradition of Summer Balls that highlight the culture, themes
and charities of a particular country of the world. This year, the focus became the U.S. itself with a
fun celebration of the 70’s. By the look of costumes, Brooklyn’s John Travolta was at ease with the
likes of Manhattan’s Andy Warhol. (All New Yorkers present were comfortable with the B&T or
colloquially-known “Bridge & Tunnel” crowd. No Sharks vs. Jets rumbles — although that was the
‘50’s.)
All photo identifications from left:
1

Blasts from the past — John Travolta’s alter ego and Andy Warhol with soup can surround a
new IAA member.
2 Michael Haberman, Mediaedge:cia and Verushka Spear, Discovery Channel.
3 Paul Greenberg of NYC & Co.
4 Barbara Basney, Xerox.
5 Lorien Reckmeyer, Publicitas and Carsta Ruijsestein, Forbes.
6 Guy Forestier-Walker, MPG.
7 Matt Rayner, Mediacom — Da Vinci; Jennifer Napolitano, Mediaedge:cia; Patrick Williams,
Condé Nast Portfolio and Sean Sympson,Mediacom — Da Vinci.
8 Tal Salomon, Discovery Channel and Andrew McLean, Mediaedge:cia.
9 Mauricio Pereira, The Wall Street Journal Americas and Sean Lough, Dow Jones International,
10 Rhona Murphy, Newsweek and Adnan Brankovic, Initiative.
11 Gretchen Parks, Citigroup and Alex Clemente, Harvard Business Review.
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THE CHINA BUSINESS NETWORK PROVIDES A BANQUET FOR BUSINESS
As part of a series of events to help companies and individuals better understand how to work in China, The
China Business Network (www.thechinabusinessnetwork.com) hosted a dinner in New York’s famed Mott
Street in Chinatown to answer questions and offer insights about today’s alluring Middle Kingdom. New York’s
Chinatown, located in one of the oldest neighborhoods in Manhattan, is not only the largest in the United
States, but also boasts the largest concentration of Chinese in the western hemisphere.
All photo identifications from left:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Tom Limongello, Crisp Wireless; Annette Fung, United Media and Peter He, MTV Networks.
Diana Hwang, DeLoitte and Henry Chan, Dreamworks..
Janet Carmosky, The China Business Network
Brian Gilligan, Marriott.
Mike Stengel and, Li Na — both Marriott.
Nick Zhang, The China Business Network and Yong Wang, China Mobile.
Tristan Zhang, Merrill Lynch; Christine Lu, The China Business Network and Ron Posner, eChinaCash.
Doug Mendavos and Cling Heiden, Visual CV
Kelly Richards, The China Business Network and Chris Sederstrom, Association of Executive Search Consultants.

P E O P L E

1

A N D

P L A C E S

OPA LONDON: FORUM FOR THE FUTURE
The third annual Online Publishers Association/OPA
London Forum was held from May 14-16 at the
Landmark Hotel to discuss issues affecting online
content providers and the advertising community. The
online media category is projected to have a global
advertising share of 11.5% next year, and then 15% in
2010. Topics discussed at the Forum included “The End
of Advertising as We Know It,” “The
Internationalization of Global Media Brands,” “The
Virtual Agency — Change or Die,” and “The Future of
Media — Inspiration, Irritation & Illumination.”
All photo identifications from left:

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3

5

Rob Grimshaw, FT.com; Zachary Leonard, News
International, and Brian Quinn, Dow Jones.
Geoff Ramsey, eMarketer Inc. and Saul Berman,
IBM Global Business Services.
David McMurtrie, Doubleclick.
Rishad Tobaccowala, Denou-Publicis Media
Group.
Peter Horan, IAC Advertising Solutions and Pam
Horan, OPA.
Ioannis Aggelakis, I Kathimerini S.A. and Wolfgang
Buechner, Spiegel.
Mark Read, WPP.
Declan Moore, National Geographic; Doerte
Saeltz, BusinessWeek and Andy Bush, Fortune.
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comfortably secure in geneva
For one reason or another, Geneva has perpetually maintained its status as a global home base to the risk
averse. As the credit markets whip-saw and the global affluent try to dodge tightening tax nooses, its nice
to know this hasn't changed, in a city that now, more than ever, attracts the money set. Geneva today is
more than a haven for the rich — the global nature of today's rich means that the city is increasingly a
stopping off point and cultural home to a lot of fun, interesting people, making the city more desirable than
ever, and always high on the cultural indexes of that elusive "quality of life" we all seek.
business capabilities with an understated

Activities

elegance that makes it the spiritual home of the

Despite the large number of international

wing-tipped banker, and the prices reflect that

institutions located in Geneva, including an

Arrivals

reality. Finally, and of a slightly more affordable

alphabet soup of WEF, WHO, CARE, IAEA,

Geneva’s international airport is encased in a

shade of grey, is the Hotel De La Paix, which is

IARC, UN, and others, its not all work and no

crystallized network of watch ads and private

situated on the Lake with a series of great views

play in Switzerland’s second largest city.

banking claims, setting a hushed, efficient tone

and service.

Summertime Geneva revolves around the

from the moment you step off an aircraft.

Lake, and its not difficult to book a boating or

Practice pronouncing Pictet & Cie and Lombard

Restaurants

waterskiing excursion out of the city to check

Odier pronounciation as you glide through

Geneva is currently enjoying an influx of

things out. Nothing beats a small Riva on the

immigration to a taxi, which competes with the

Europeans in flight: non-domiciled Londoners

waves, skirting along the small towns and

efficient swiss rail network as the best way into

are flocking there to escape higher taxes in the

suburbs that make up the south and western

the city center. The taxi will run you about

UK, the French merrily skip across to enjoy

shores of the Lake. A number of cultural

€40.00 for the short journey.

their gains, and its become the new summer

activities, including the famously wonderful

home of Arabia. As such, the scene is

Montreaux Jazz Festival, set the tone here,

Hotels

getting better and better in Geneva, and while

with a heady mix of music, food and people-

The hotel scene is summed up in two words:

always understated, a night out here can be

watching that make a Swiss summer feel like

comfortably expensive. This is not a city for

quite fun.

the center of the world.

budget accomodation, boutique hotels with

At the top of the list are Heaven Lounge,

Whether its flamenco dancing, Foreigner or

throbbing lobbies, or capsule locations and space

Arthur’s Rive Gauche, and Senso, all of which

Motorhead, each year the Festival reinterprets the

age cuisine.

perfectly employ Geneva’s sense of dinner +

latest in musical culture for the thousands of

At the top of the agenda is the mythical La

drinks — this is not a “bar” city, and most

people who flock to the event, enjoying sunshine

Reserve, one of the world’s great spa hotels,

evenings are centered around a lingering

on the lake shores with a good dose of late night

located in lush park environs astride Lake

dinner with drinks afterward or adjacent. All

action.

Geneva. La Reserve is the type of place where

three of these locations get full and rocking

people sit back and recuperate from their face lift

later in the evening, if in a slightly more

mark in its quiet, confident way, and enjoying a

with a carrot juice and a manicurist, while your

subdued way than you may have seen. At the

bit of a moment while its at it. The slower pace of

personal assistant whispers the latest commodity

new Mandarin Oriental, Geneva's first

the city might be just the trick after all that stress

prices into your freshly moisturized ear. In a

Michelin starred Indian chef, Vineet Bhatia is

watching the markets, doomsday scenarios on

word, heaven.

making waves with London's Adam Tihany at

the news, and thinking about where in the world

Rasoi — a beautiful contemporary space that’s

things are still secure. Geneva. Always.

A little more central is the newly refurbished
Mandarin Oriental Geneva, a ridiculously posh

perfect for an intimate business dinner or a

location on the banks of the River Rhone that

small group in need of a perfect private room.

Hub Culture Ltd., a movement with a suite of activities

only reopened following extensive renovations in

Rasoi is probably the best new restaurant in

focused on content development, private social

July 2008. The Mandarin Oriental offers perfect

Geneva, and offers great views over the Rhone.
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So there you have it — Geneva is making its

S T A N

Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative director of

networks and global experiences. He can be contacted
at stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com.

S T A L N A K E R

www.hubculture.com is in the know on the places where members of the global society stay, eat, shop and play.
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